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Dear Friends,
This issue of Sooner Lawyer celebrates significant 
milestones and accomplished alumni. In addition to 
providing a window into the spring semester at the OU 
College of Law, this issue includes six feature articles. The 
first article celebrates the first-ever graduating class of 
the John B. Turner LL.M. Program. To commemorate this historic class, our Master of Laws 
graduates are pictured on our cover. Learn about each of these exceptional students and the 
program on page 2. The program is exceeding expectations and is growing rapidly with an 
incoming class this fall poised to double the size of the inaugural class.
The second article is the first in a series of future articles highlighting major career sectors 
selected by our graduates. This issue’s article (page 6) focuses on the energy industry, 
recognizing the College’s longstanding history with such companies and individuals 
headquartered in Oklahoma and the surrounding states employing our graduates. As an 
example, Devon Energy Corporation (page 8) employs 20 OU Law graduates, including the 
general counsel, and four of the five members of his legal department leadership team.
The article on page 12 will introduce you to John Raley (’84), an inspiring example of alumni 
giving back. Mr. Raley visited OU Law in March to share his experience representing Michael 
Morton, a man wrongly accused of murdering his wife. Through Mr. Raley’s pro bono work, 
Mr. Morton was exonerated after serving 25 years in prison for a crime he didn’t commit. It 
was a gripping story, told to a packed house of students, faculty and staff in Kerr Lounge. Mr. 
Morton was also in attendance and expressed his gratitude that Mr. Raley never gave up on 
him. Both men encouraged students to take on volunteer work. Mr. Morton’s story garnered 
national attention and was later featured on an episode of the CBS program “60 Minutes”.
I think you will enjoy reading a career spotlight on Greg Julian (’82), vice president of 
the legal department of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (page 16). California was “calling” this 
small-town Oklahoma native who has always had a passion for cinema. Mr. Julian worked 
tirelessly to land his dream job at MGM. Though his career path has been forged by his own 
determination and abilities, he gives much credit to his Oklahoma roots.
Finally, an article about the incoming J.D. class of 2015 (page 20) provides insight into our 
interesting and impressive students by featuring a few select members. More student 
profiles can be viewed on our website at www.law.ou.edu. We are excited to welcome our 
incoming class to the College of Law and wish students the best in the 2012-13 academic 
year.
I hope you’ll enjoy this issue of Sooner Lawyer. Please know how much we value our alumni 
and friends who make OU Law one of the great public law schools in the nation.
Warmest regards,
Joseph Harroz, Jr. 
Dean and Professor 
Fenelon Boesche Chair of Law
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The master of laws program was established 
with the assistance of a $1.5 million gift from 
the stuart family foundation of Tulsa. oU 
regent Jon r. stuart and his wife, dee dee, 
through the foundation, made the gift in honor 
of Tulsa attorney John B. stuart, a trustee of 
the foundation and longtime business partner 
of stuart. 
The process of creating a new degree program, 
with approval by various university, state 
and national entities required, was initiated. 
final approval came in march 2011 and the 
program’s first students began five months 
later in august. 
This inaugural ll.m. class, five women and 
two men from six countries, successfully 
completed 24 units of credit during the fall 
and spring semesters of the 2011-12 academic 
year as students in an interdisciplinary program 
available only at oU law. owen anderson, 
an oU law faculty member for 20 years and 
director of the program, along with david dye 
Exceeding
seven law students made history when they walked the stage at the 2012 oU College of law 
Convocation in may. These graduates were the first to earn ll.m. degrees from the University 
of oklahoma College of law through the John B. Turner ll.m. program in international energy, 
natural resources, and indigenous peoples, which is poised to more than double in enrollment in 
the next academic year.
| By JOnElla Frank |
John B. Turner ll.m. program:
e x p e c t a t i o n s
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(’09), associate director, oversaw the seven 
students’ progress in the program. 
“we were very pleased with our first class. 
They all have diverse backgrounds and 
many came to the program with substantial 
experience in the energy industry,” commented 
anderson. “Considering the rather late start 
in publicizing the program, we were highly 
pleased with a class of seven. we wish them 
well in the future and want them to stay in 
touch with the law school.”
designed to be flexible, the unique ll.m. 
program allows international and american 
students to study in all three subject areas 
or concentrate their studies in one or two 
of these areas. with dye’s assistance, each 
student created his or her individualized degree 
program, selecting 75 percent of their courses 
from areas of law relating to energy, natural 
resources and indigenous peoples. The balance 
of the degree requirements was selected from 
approved elective courses, related to their focus 
of study, offered by the law school or other 
university departments. “we anticipate future 
ll.m. students will also be able to earn an 
m.B.a. in energy from the oU price Business 
College on an expedited basis,” said anderson.
The ll.m. students attended classes taught 
by oU law professors with noted expertise in 
the areas of energy law, natural resources law 
and indigenous peoples law, but the learning 
process extended beyond the classroom. 
early in the fall semester, the students were 
guests at a dinner hosted by the College of 
law for a delegation of russian legal academics 
who traveled to oklahoma as part of the open 
world leadership Center. Twice during the 
school year, they were entertained in the home 
of owen and kathie anderson.
in october, the group toured the oklahoma 
City headquarters of Chesapeake energy. 
The following month, a weekend field trip to 
learn about the oil industry took them to two 
oklahoma towns. They visited ponca City, 
the former home of Conoco, and Cushing, a 
temporary storage location for crude oil, the oil 
pipeline crossroads of the United states, and 
pricing point for west Texas intermediate Crude 
— the marker crude used for the nymeX crude 
oil market.
The students traveled to houston in february 
to attend the 2012 winter north american 
prospect expo, an international petroleum 
industry marketing and networking event. for 
their final field trip of the year, the group toured 
a Chesapeake rig site in the oklahoma City area.
“The inaugural class of the John B. Turner 
ll.m. program is comprised of accomplished 
individuals from throughout oklahoma and 
around the globe,” oU law dean Joe harroz 
said. “oU’s John B. Turner ll.m. program 
is the first of its kind in the country, and we 
anticipate a promising future as the program 
continues to grow. Through the leadership 
of director owen anderson and associate 
director david dye, we are already forming an 
amazing group for the 2012-13 ll.m. class, 
which will be more than twice the size of the 
inaugural class.” 
“ oU’s ll.m. program is the first 
of its kind in the country, and we 
anticipate a promising future as 
the program continues to grow.”
above: professor owen anderson, 
ll.m. program director, hosted an end-
of-year party for the students, who 
were encouraged to dress in clothing 
of their native country. anderson 
stands with frances agbebaku, 
niquaise moore, ensieh mohajeri, 
Christine fritze, marina valley, krasimir 
gabrovski and Cheng ding. 
opposite page: The first graduating 
class of the John B. Turner ll.m. 
program gathers in the Chapman 
great reading room of the donald e. 
pray law library prior to the oU law 
graduation reception. left to right, 
members of the ll.m. Class of 2012 
are frances agbebaku, Cheng ding, 
marina valley, niquaise moore, ensieh 
mohajeri, Christine fritz and krasimir 
gabrovski.
sooner l aw yerPublished by University of Oklahoma College of Law Digital Commons, 2012
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The first graduates of the  
John B. Turner ll.m. program
frances agbebaku is from nigeria 
and earned degrees from the University 
of Benin and the nigerian law school. 
she is a member of the nigerian Bar 
association. agbebaku will take the new 
york Bar exam following graduation. 
she has many good memories of her 
year at oU law, including seeing her 
fall semester grades, but her favorite 
memory is receiving notification of being selected to receive a 
scholarship from the rocky mountain mineral law foundation. 
“i was really excited because i cannot remember ever winning 
anything in my life!” she exclaimed.
Cheng ding is from China and holds 
degrees from anhui University of science 
and Technology and lan Zhou University 
in China, and the international University 
of Turin in italy. he has also studied in 
israel.
ding liked the flexibility of the ll.m. 
program, which allowed him to tailor 
his studies to fit his needs. “since i 
came from China, i took an international arbitration course in 
the spring. This course will be more than helpful in my future 
career,” said ding. 
he praised the oU law faculty and the efforts made to assist 
him in adjusting to living and attending school in oklahoma 
and stated, “with their help, i got a private scholarship from an 
international organization.”
Christine fritze (’91) is a native 
oklahoman, born in anadarko. she 
earned degrees from the University of 
Central oklahoma and the University 
of oklahoma College of law. she is 
admitted to the bar in oklahoma and 
the U.s. Court of appeals for the Tenth 
Circuit. 
fritze brought a unique perspective to 
the ll.m. program, having practiced law in oklahoma for more 
than 20 years. in addition to having an extensive background in 
oil and gas law, she had previously served as legal counsel for 
the osage nation.
“i feel blessed that it was feasible for me to interrupt my 
law practice and return to school,” stated fritze, noting that 
going back to school would have been impossible without the 
emotional and financial support of her husband. 
“although i have had a great deal of experience in the area 
of oil and gas law, it has primarily been as counsel for royalty 
owners. Therefore, i was anxious to expand my knowledge 
base in the area of energy law, especially from the industry’s 
perspective, as well as for other sources of energy,” she said. “in 
addition, because i am a native oklahoman and have worked 
for the osage nation, i was very glad to find out that the ll.m. 
program also extends to the study of indigenous peoples.”
sooner l aw yerhttps://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/soonerlawyer/vol2012/iss1/1
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krasimir gabrovski is a permanent 
U.s. resident originally from Bulgaria. he 
holds degrees from south-west University 
“neofit rilski” in Bulgaria and oklahoma 
City University. he was admitted to the 
bar in his native country in 1999. 
gabrovski works as a business and 
legal consultant for winningham, stein 
& Basey, an immigration law firm in 
oklahoma City. he is married and has a 3-year-old son.
The people he met during his year at oU law will be his favorite 
memory, gabrovski said. after graduation, he will be looking for 
new professional and educational opportunities.
niquaise “yvette” moore 
is a permanent U.s. resident from 
Cameroon. she earned her degree 
from the University of Buea. she and 
her husband, a student at oklahoma 
City University school of law, have six 
children.
“oU law has the most genuine and 
welcoming professors and student body 
i have ever seen,” said moore. “i was overwhelmed by the 
outpouring of service, generosity, kindness and expertise from 
the entire faculty. That will be encrypted in my memory forever! i 
came to realize very quickly what an amazing opportunity it has 
been to study and learn under such brilliant faculty. i am forever 
grateful for this unique opportunity i was offered.”
sooner l aw yer
ensieh mohajeri is from iran 
and earned degrees from imam 
sadiq University and shahid Beheshti 
University. she was admitted to the bar 
in iran in 2008. 
during her two semesters at oU law, 
mohajeri served as a research assistant 
for the ll.m. program and for professor 
Judith maute. she was among 20 
students selected nationwide to receive a scholarship from the 
rocky mountain mineral law foundation. 
she is confident her decision to attend oU law was the right 
one for her. “as an international and muslim student, i have 
felt very welcome at the University of oklahoma College of law 
since my first visit,” stated mohajeri.
she added, “in addition to having access to excellent 
educational quality, being able to attend different conferences 
and field trips related to my field of study has given me the 
opportunity to meet professionals in this field and further my 
understanding of the potential of my professional career in  
the future.”
marina valley is a self-described 
oklahoma girl. she earned degrees from 
east Central University and oklahoma 
City University school of law. she was 
admitted to the bar in oklahoma in 1992 
and in missouri in 1999. 
The new oU law ll.m. program 
was the right fit for her. “i always 
planned to advance my knowledge 
and, after considering other ll.m. programs, i determined 
the combination of oU's reputation and the ll.m. curriculum 
makes its program superior to other post-doctoral programs,” 
she said.
“as a citizen, i am proud of oU. and, as a professional, i am 
thankful for oU,” said valley. “participating in this program has 
been not only exhilarating, but also rewarding. i am honored to 
be a part of it.” | Sl |
Photos by Campus Composites
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The energy industry and oU law: 
A working 
partnership 
| By JOnElla Frank | anyone familiar with 
oklahoma knows the oil 
and gas industry is important to the state. a drive past 
the oklahoma state Capitol, with an oil derrick on its 
grounds, illustrates the point. about one-third of the 
state’s $150 billion economy is linked to the industry, 
according to oklahoma Treasurer ken miller.
not surprisingly, the oil and gas industry is also a major employer 
of graduates of the University of oklahoma College of law. 
“in recent years, the energy industry has been one of our top 
industries, employing more than 10 percent of our graduates 
each year,” said Casey delaney, director of the office of 
professional and Career development. 
graduates use their legal educations working in a variety of 
capacities. many oU law grads have enjoyed successful and 
rewarding careers in the oil and gas industry, rising through the 
ranks to hold key leadership positions in their companies.
four energy industry leaders — anadarko petroleum 
Corporation, Chesapeake energy Corporation, Continental 
resources inc. and devon energy Corporation — consistently 
work with the oU College of law to enhance the legal 
education experience available to students. from sponsoring 
and participating in programs coordinated by the opCd, to 
funding student scholarships, to hiring students as interns and 
graduates as full-time employees, the continued support of 
these corporate energy partners, through gifts of financial and 
human resources, demonstrates their commitment to a first-
class, affordable legal education.
anadarko petroleum Corporation, with its corporate office in 
The woodlands, Texas, is a continuing supporter of the College 
of law and its students. anadarko petroleum is an independent 
oil and natural gas exploration and production company with 
domestic and international onshore and deepwater production.
for a number of years, anadarko hosted a reception following a 
presentation on employment in the energy industry coordinated 
by the opCd. This year, anadarko wanted to expand the event, 
so Chesapeake, Continental and devon were asked to join as 
sponsors. The meet the energy industry event was held in april 
in oklahoma City’s Bricktown with more than 130 attending.
The company annually provides anadarko petroleum 
Corporation scholarships to oU law students. The scholarships 
were established to provide students with a chance to explore 
various opportunities in one of the region’s top energy 
companies, as well as assist in the cost of their legal education. 
anadarko petroleum participates in the opCd on-campus 
recruitment programs and hires summer interns for its woodlands 
and denver offices. in addition, the company underwrites the 
water bottles that are available at all opCd events.
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/soonerlawyer/vol2012/iss1/1
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four oU law alumni currently work at anadarko and two 2012 
graduates will join the company in the fall. Current employees 
are randle Jones (’83), lead counsel; andrew poole (’10), 
landman; leslie smith (’08), landman; and deborah hubbs (’06), 
landman. members of the Class of 2012 who will soon join the 
company as landmen are austin Brewer and Christopher nesbitt.
Chesapeake energy Corporation, with operations focused on 
discovering and developing unconventional natural gas and oil 
fields onshore in the United states, has been headquartered 
in oklahoma City since its founding in 1989. Chesapeake 
maintains that the three key elements to success in the industry 
are people, land and science. it is in the first element — people 
— that Chesapeake and oU law work cooperatively.
Chesapeake provides two lunchtime career information sessions 
coordinated by the opCd. The fall semester presentation focuses 
on careers in the legal department and the spring session 
provides students with information about the land department. 
The company was also a sponsor of the 2012 meet the energy 
industry event.
Chesapeake energy has created a series of scholarships and 
endowments to encourage oU law students to develop an 
interest in the oil and gas industry. 
a participant in the on-campus recruitment programs, 
Chesapeake uses oU law students as interns in its legal and land 
departments. in addition, the company traditionally is a table 
sponsor for the oklahoma law review annual honors Banquet.
Thirty-six graduates of the oU College of law are employed by 
Chesapeake. included in that number is a member of the Class 
of 1985, henry J. hood, who serves as senior vice president and 
general counsel.
Continental resources inc. recently moved its corporate 
headquarters to oklahoma City from enid, oklahoma. founded 
in 1967, Continental is an independent petroleum liquids 
exploration and production company whose growth strategy 
has focused on crude oil since the 1980s.
Continental’s general counsel, eric s. eissenstat (’83), was the 
keynote speaker for professionalism day, coordinated by the 
opCd and sponsored by mcafee & Taft. during the event, first-
year students received information covering the various aspects of 
professionalism. Continental resources also assisted the opCd by 
co-sponsoring the meet the energy industry event in april.
Continental resources currently employs three oU law alumni. 
eissenstat, in addition to serving as general counsel, is also 
senior vice president and secretary. other alumni include 
michael Booze (’05), a Continental resources landman, and 
Christa evans (’11), investor relations project manager.
devon energy Corporation was founded in oklahoma City in 
1971 by John nichols and his son larry, the current executive 
chairman. headquartered in oklahoma City, devon also 
has offices in houston and Calgary, alberta, Canada. The 
independent oil and natural gas exploration and production 
company operates exclusively onshore in north america from 
the Canadian arctic to the Texas gulf Coast.
devon participates in the opCd on-campus recruitment 
programs and its legal team interviews beginning second-year 
oU law students, typically hiring at least one intern for its 
summer program. The company also annually co-sponsors, 
with Crowe & dunlevy, Career development night, a program 
that provides students with a look at the differences between 
a law firm practice, a corporate practice and a government 
practice. additionally, devon joined other energy companies in 
sponsoring meet the energy industry.
devon employs 20 oU law alumni in a variety of capacities. for 
details, please read “devon’s oU law alumni: on the rise” on 
the following pages.
The College of law values its relationships with leading 
companies in the energy industry and realizes the mutually 
beneficial aspects of those partnerships. 
“oU College of law has a rich heritage and tradition as one 
of the great law schools in the country in energy and natural 
resources law,” said oU law dean Joe harroz. “oU law’s 
expertise in energy and natural resources law would not be 
possible without the support of the energy companies, who 
support our course offerings, scholarships, internships and 
externships. Thanks to these partnerships, we are able to 
build on the successes of our past to provide unparalleled 
opportunities to our students.”
Just as the relationship between the energy industry and 
the state of oklahoma is strong and healthy, the partnership 
between these companies and the oU College of law is 
thriving. | Sl |
Published by University of Oklahoma College of Law Digital Commons, 2012
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On the rise
| By JOnElla Frank |
devon's oU law alumni:
devon energy Corporation, one of the nation’s leading independent oil and 
gas producers, recently completed a move into the 50-story devon energy 
Center in downtown oklahoma City. The tallest skyscraper in the state now 
houses the dynamic and respected energy company in which oU law alumni 
play an important role. 
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/soonerlawyer/vol2012/iss1/1
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devon’s oU law grads are pictured 
in the rotunda of the new devon 
energy Center. seated (left to right) 
are Carla sharpe, lyndon Taylor, mary 
nelson, Brandon mcginley, Connie 
Tatum, andy long, kaci mcCurdy, 
andrea miles, glen maynard and Chris 
kirt. standing (left to right) are mark 
mcdaniel, sandy schovanec, stuart 
edwards, Cherish ralls, Justin porter, 
dan nickel, Todd Blasdel, steven 
welch, david harris and mike palmer. 
Twenty of the employees who have settled 
in to new offices in devon energy Center are 
oU law alumni. of the 31 attorneys in the 
legal department, 15 are oU law graduates, 
as are five of the six members of the legal 
department’s leadership team.
devon’s top lawyer, lyndon Taylor, is a member 
of the oU law Class of 1984. he joined devon 
in 2005 and became executive vice president 
and general counsel in 2007, leading the 
46-person legal department.
Taylor noted that developing leaders is a shared 
mission of devon and the oU College of law. 
“in business, we’re developing leaders — 
some of them are also lawyers — people with 
the knowledge, skills and abilities to help us 
achieve success,” he said. “it has been said that 
traditionally, you’d go get a lawyer if you had 
a legal problem that needed to be solved. That 
will always be true, but at devon, we also have 
attorneys with a seat at the table helping us 
to plan our strategy and conduct our business, 
helping us to avoid problems and make sound 
decisions as we seek to comply with all the 
laws, rules and regulations in our industry.”
in addition to Taylor, four more oU law alumni 
are members of devon’s legal department 
leadership team. They serve as associate 
general counsels overseeing specific areas 
within the corporate structure.
Published by University of Oklahoma College of Law Digital Commons, 2012
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glenn maynard (’87) leads the team that 
provides legal support to a number of 
corporate functions, including human 
resources, environmental health and safety, 
business information and technology, 
corporate security, and records and information 
management. prior to working for devon, 
maynard worked with another energy company 
in various locations and roles. he has handled a 
broad array of traditional oil and gas matters as 
well as a number of class action and non-class 
action royalty matters. at devon, maynard 
enjoys the variety he experiences working 
with different groups within the company. 
“The most interesting part of my job has been 
being part of the growth of devon and this 
department,” he said. 
mike palmer (’79) heads up the marketing 
and midstream team as well as the facility and 
real estate services team. his duties include 
working on transactions, claims, litigation, 
regulation and environmental issues, as well 
as training employees on laws and regulations 
and the internal policies of the business units 
he serves. “since almost my entire career has 
been related to energy law, i appreciate the 
great foundation in oil and gas law that oU 
law provided me,” he stated. “and through 
my contact with students in devon’s intern 
program, i have been really impressed with the 
caliber of students at the oU law school and 
the background they are getting in energy law 
and issues.”
Connie dubberstein Tatum (’87) recently joined 
devon and is responsible for the corporate 
affairs team. prior to working for devon, she 
was a partner in a law firm and later served 
as deputy general counsel for another energy 
company in houston. Throughout her career, 
Connie’s practice has focused on corporate 
governance and compliance, mergers and 
acquisitions, securities law and real estate law. 
“i am excited about being a part of the devon 
legal team and returning home to oklahoma 
City,” Tatum commented. 
steven welch (’79) oversees a team of 11 
other attorneys, three paralegals, and two 
administrative assistants in houston and 
oklahoma City that provides legal services, 
support and oversight for devon’s U.s. 
exploration and production activities, including 
transactions and litigation. prior to joining 
devon, welch practiced for 27 years with an 
oklahoma City law firm, where he served as 
a shareholder and member of the board of 
directors. “although it was a very difficult 
decision for me to leave the firm, the transition 
late in my career from private practice to 
in-house counsel at devon has far exceeded 
my best expectations,” he said. “devon is 
a wonderful organization that places the 
utmost importance on integrity and public 
responsibility.” 
other talented oU law alumni working in the 
devon legal department are mark mcdaniel 
(’90), senior counsel; sandy schovanec (’84), 
senior counsel; Carla goetzinger sharpe (’84), 
senior counsel; Chris kirt (’00), counsel; Justin 
porter (’06), counsel; Brandon mcginley (’01), 
senior attorney; andrea miles (’06), senior 
attorney; daniel nickel (’04), senior attorney; 
andy long (’08), attorney; and Cherish ralls 
(’06), attorney.
sooner l aw yer
“ i have been really impressed with the caliber of students at the oU law 
school and the background they are getting in energy law and issues.”
— Mike Palmer ('79)
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five graduates of the oU College of law 
work at devon in areas other than the legal 
department. one serves with Taylor as part of 
the devon management team.
david harris (’98), is devon’s vice president, 
corporate finance and treasurer. he previously 
served as associate general counsel leading the 
corporate affairs team. harris is responsible 
for all of devon’s corporate finance, capital 
markets, debt and cash management, 
acquisitions and divestitures, and insurance 
activities. prior to joining devon, he was 
a partner in the dallas office of a large 
international law firm, specializing in corporate 
and securities matters.
other alumni employed in other departments 
of the devon organization are mary nelson 
(’86), manager of regulatory affairs in the 
marketing and midstream division; Todd Blasdel 
(’02), field landman in seismic operations; kaci 
mcCurdy (’09), division order analyst; and 
stuart edwards (’12), land intern.
The oU law connection runs deep with some 
of these devon employees. The three alumni 
who serve as senior counsels have family 
members with oU law ties.  
mark mcdaniel, whose father is Tom mcdaniel 
(’63), is a member of the legal department’s 
exploration and production team.  he joined 
devon in 2005, having previously served 
as assistant general counsel and assistant 
secretary for another energy company and 
practicing law with an emphasis on litigation, 
energy law, administrative law, corporate law 
and environmental law. “oU law provided me 
with a great education and prepared me for my 
career,” he said.
Carla sharpe, who provided legal support 
for the business group responsible for the 
development of devon’s new headquarters, 
mentioned the upcoming year will be 
memorable. “next year will be a big year 
for the sharpe family when our daughter, 
anden, will graduate from oU law. she will 
be recognized as a third-generation graduate 
with both her parents [Carla (’84) and g. Calvin 
(’85)] there as oU law graduates, along with 
her grandfather glenn sharpe (’63), who will 
be honored as a 50-year graduate of the law 
school,” she stated. “we are definitely very 
proud to be an oU law family.” 
another family with multiple oU law 
connections is that of sandy schovanec, who 
provides legal support for devon’s human 
resources group. schovanec came to devon 
after 25 years with an oklahoma City law firm, 
where she was a shareholder and director. “i 
believe oU law provided me with an excellent 
legal education and has made efforts to keep in 
contact with me once i started the practice of 
law,” she commented. “my family has several 
connections to oU law. not only did i attend, 
but my brother-in-law, philip schovanec (’94), 
did as well, and my daughter, ashley, will start 
at oU law next fall.” 
The devon oU law alumni are rightfully proud 
of their company, a member of the forTUne 
500®, that has been named for the past five 
years to the forTUne 100 most admired 
Companies® and 100 Best Companies to work 
for® lists. it is gratifying to know they are also 
proud of their connections to the University of 
oklahoma College of law. | Sl |
sooner l aw yer
“ we are definitely very proud to be 
an oU law family.”
— Carla Sharpe ('84)
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John raley:
Giving back
for 20 years, John w. raley, iii (’84) 
worked hard in a houston civil litigation 
practice, establishing himself as a 
respected trial lawyer who handled 
a wide variety of civil cases including 
legal and medical malpractice, railroad 
accidents, intellectual property, products 
liability and general commercial litigation. 
a 2004 telephone call from the new 
york-based innocence project led him to 
his first criminal case, a seven-year pro 
bono effort that proved to be a life-
altering experience. raley returned to 
his alma mater march 5 to talk about his 
participation in the battle to free a man 
wrongly convicted of murdering his wife.
sooner l aw yer
| By JOnElla Frank |
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president Boren, John raley, michael morton and dean harroz following raley’s presentation.
raley described events of the 25 years ripped from morton’s life as he 
served a sentence for a murder he did not commit.
oU president david l. Boren (’68) introduced 
raley, who, like oU law dean Joe harroz, had 
served as an intern for Boren when he was in 
the U.s. senate. Boren told of first hearing of 
raley’s involvement in the michael morton case 
while listening to the radio in the car. he knew 
immediately that the story was one he wanted 
to bring to oU law students.
raley took the podium in the kerr student 
lounge and told the emotionally gripping story 
of michael morton, who raley called his “dear 
friend and brother.” with morton seated in 
the front row, raley spoke of the inconceivable 
losses morton suffered as a result of a horrific 
act of another man and the egregiously flawed 
operation of the criminal justice system. The 
students, faculty, staff and alumni in the 
audience listened quietly as raley described 
events of the 25 years ripped from morton’s 
life as he served a sentence for a murder he did 
not commit.
raley told of morton returning to his austin, 
Texas, home from work on august 13, 1986, 
to his find his house a crime scene occupied by 
local and state law enforcement officials. his 
wife, Christine, had been found bludgeoned to 
death in their bed, and his 3-year-old son, eric, 
had been discovered alone in their yard. 
six weeks after losing his wife, morton lost 
his son when the child was taken from his 
arms, screaming for his daddy, as morton was 
cuffed and led away, charged with the murder 
of his wife. 
at a trial in early 1987, williamson County 
district attorney ken anderson told the jury 
an enraged morton savagely beat his wife, 
smashing her skull, because she fell asleep and 
did not have sex with him on his birthday. he 
argued her stomach contents proved she had 
died before morton left for work early on the 
day of her death. 
morton and his defense attorneys insisted an 
unknown intruder killed Christine after morton 
left the house at 5:30 a.m. to go to work. 
Testimony described morton’s behavior at work 
as normal on the day of the murder. 
The jury bought the prosecution’s version. 
morton was convicted and sentenced to life in 
prison.
heeding a prison counselor’s advice to get all 
the education possible during his confinement, 
morton earned a bachelor’s degree in 
psychology and a master’s degree in english 
literature while in prison. a fellow inmate, 
who had already served 20 years at the time, 
advised him to have something to hold onto. 
morton’s “something” was his son.
while morton served his time, eric lived with 
his maternal aunt near houston. morton 
was able to see his son, but for only two 
hours every six months. in his early teens, 
eric decided he no longer wanted to visit his 
father. in 2001 when eric turned 18, morton 
received notice by mail that his son was being 
adopted by the family he had lived with for 15 
years and was changing his name. 
Published by University of Oklahoma College of Law Digital Commons, 2012
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John raley welcomes michael morton to the podium.
from the moment he was arrested and 
throughout his incarceration, morton remained 
steadfast in maintaining that he was innocent. 
he continued the struggle to prove his 
innocence, filing pro se motions for biological 
testing on evidence collected at the crime scene. 
Then, in 2004, 17 years after morton’s 
conviction, raley received the telephone call 
from the innocence project. raley said it was 
his civil trial experience in handling medical 
malpractice cases that prompted the innocence 
project to contact him. The prosecution’s case 
had relied heavily on the state of Christine’s 
stomach contents. raley’s experience in 
handling cases involving medical science made 
him the right person to join the team that 
had taken up morton’s battle to prove his 
innocence.
after his first visit with morton in prison, raley 
believed he was innocent. raley’s seven-
year pro bono effort on behalf of morton 
was focused on dna testing of crime scene 
evidence that included a blue bandana found 
about 100 yards from the mortons’ home.
in one of his early efforts in the ordeal to 
secure dna testing, raley telephoned the 
current williamson County district attorney 
to get his consent to the testing. he refused 
raley’s request, saying the dna testing would 
only “muddy the waters.”
raley said the district attorney’s office fought 
the effort to conduct dna testing all the way. 
finally in 2010, a Texas appellate court entered 
an order for dna testing of evidence collected 
22 years prior.
on June 30, 2011, the results of dna testing 
on the bandana were released, indicating that 
it contained dna from Christine and from a 
man who was not michael morton. less than 
six weeks later, there was more good news for 
morton and his team: The dna matched that 
of a known offender. 
michael morton was released from prison 
october 4, 2011. Two months later, morton 
was officially exonerated. 
in november 2011, mark norwood was 
arrested and charged with the murder of 
Christine morton. further testing revealed 
norwood is also a suspect in the 1988 murder 
of another young austin mother who was also 
beaten to death in her bed, less than 15 miles 
from morton’s former home.
raley told of other evidence of which morton’s 
trial attorneys were never informed. Through an 
open records request, raley found exculpatory 
evidence that existed in files maintained by the 
district attorney and the sheriff.
among the pieces of evidence obtained was 
a written report of an interview conducted by 
an investigator from the county sheriff’s office 
with Christine’s mother less than two weeks 
after her daughter’s murder. included in it was 
a description of a conversation she had with 
eric, who was at home with his mother at the 
time of her death. in this conversation, the 
child told of a “monster” with a big mustache 
in their home that hit mommy while only he 
and his mother were at home. 
as a result of a detailed report on the morton 
case filed by raley and the attorneys from the 
innocence project, a court of inquiry, a unique 
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/soonerlawyer/vol2012/iss1/1
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“This is the most satisfying case i ever worked on,” raley 
stated. “i urge you to do pro bono work. There’s lots of 
opportunity. you must do it. you have to give back.”
on the day michael morton (right) was released as a free man, John raley told him, “when you step 
outside, breathe freedom.” raley later said, “and he did! and as he looked up, the sun hit his face. it 
was such a beautiful moment.”
Photo by Ricardo B. Brazziell AMERICAN-STATESMAN
Texas proceeding, has been called to determine 
if there is probable cause to believe the 
prosecutor, who is now a state district court 
judge, withheld reports the trial judge ordered 
him to turn over. The proceeding has been 
scheduled to begin in september.
since his exoneration, morton’s case has 
received substantial attention. it was the 
subject of a CBs “60 minutes” segment in 
march. in the closing moments of the story, 
morton told the reporter, “i don’t want this 
to happen to anybody else. revenge isn’t the 
issue here. revenge, i know, doesn’t work, but 
accountability works.” 
on a welcomed positive note, raley told 
the audience morton and his son have been 
reunited and are rebuilding their relationship. 
eric, who is now a grown man approaching 
the age his father was when their family’s 
nightmare began, is married and has a baby 
daughter named for the grandmother she 
never knew.
raley stressed the important lesson that can 
be learned from this case. morton was just 
a normal guy, living a normal life, and what 
happened to him could happen to any of us. 
we have to do whatever we can to keep this 
from happening again, he said.
raley spoke of the personal impact of the 
seven-year pro bono case. “This is the most 
satisfying case i ever worked on,” he stated. “i 
urge you to do pro bono work. There’s lots of 
opportunity. you must do it. you have to give 
back.”
raley called michael morton to the podium. 
“you ok?” raley asked. “give me a minute,” 
said morton with a slight smile. after taking 
a brief moment to compose himself, morton 
briefly spoke about his ordeal and closed by 
saying, “when the opportunity presents itself, 
please take it, not for me or people like me, but 
for what it will do for you.” | Sl |
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greg Julian:
Remembering
his roots| By ShErIdan haynES |
greg Julian is pictured in front of the palais de Justice in 
paris on a recent trip, which included business and pleasure.
“ i was just a small-town kid who was 
always curious about what was on 
the other side of the mountain.” 
This is how oU law alum greg 
Julian explains his impressive career 
path that took him from valliant, 
oklahoma, to los angeles as vice 
president of the legal division of 
metro-goldwyn-mayer studios, also 
known as mgm, one of the country’s 
largest entertainment companies.
sooner l aw yerhttps://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/soonerlawyer/vol2012/iss1/1
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Julian graduated from the oU College of 
Business in 1982 with a finance degree and 
oU law in 1985. when i commented on 
his degrees that hang proudly in his Beverly 
hills office framed with a crimson mat, Julian 
responded, “i love oklahoma. it’s in my dna. 
i have always been proud of where i came 
from.”
after graduation, he began his legal career 
with the firm stamper, otis & Burrage in 
antlers, oklahoma, located about 45 miles 
from his childhood home. This first job was 
where his learning-on-the-job pattern began. 
Julian had graduated from law school on 
saturday and moved to antlers on sunday. By 
9 a.m. on monday morning, he was in court 
presenting a motion. 
“i don’t recall any orientation along the way, 
but i enjoyed just getting right in,” Julian said. 
“i really learned a lot from my time in antlers.”
after some time in antlers, Julian was given 
the opportunity to move to new york City and 
pursue an offer to model, something he had 
done on a local level during law school to help 
with finances. The firm agreed to the leave 
of absence. after a move to new york and a 
quick offer to act on television, a whirlwind of 
acting classes taught him that acting was not 
the career he wanted. Julian happily moved 
back to antlers to resume his apprenticeship. 
he practiced law out of antlers for the next 
four years. he said practicing in southeastern 
oklahoma gave him an amazing foundation for 
every legal position that followed. 
“There is no doubt that i will always be 
indebted to my colleagues at stamper, otis & 
Burrage for the skill, professionalism, patience 
and lifetime friendships,” said Julian. “Those 
men were great mentors to me. mr. stamper 
[Joe stamper (’35)] told me ‘the practice of law 
is not a job. it is a profession and you should 
always treat it accordingly.’ This is something i 
will always take to heart — and a philosophy 
i pass along to every law student and young 
lawyer i meet with.”
as Julian approached his 30s, he realized law 
was not his only passion. although he had no 
interest in becoming an actor, he still loved the 
arts. when Julian was given the opportunity 
to partner with a longtime friend and former 
professional athlete to start a film production 
company in los angeles, he decided to take 
the chance. he respectfully gave his notice, 
emptied his savings and headed west. 
in just four short months, their dreams of 
starting a production company were over. 
Julian received a call informing him their pooled 
money had been lost. he was left with only the 
coins in his car, leftover from his days of driving 
on the indian nation Turnpike. he moved out 
of his condo because he could not pay the rent. 
he had no job, no immediate prospects and no 
connections in the los angeles entertainment 
community. since his parents were not 
particularly pleased with his decision to move 
to l.a. in the beginning, he decided to keep his 
financial woes to himself and make do. driving 
back home in failure was not an option. 
“i was old enough to know that making 
your own decisions in life is a privilege, but 
i was also old enough to know i had to take 
responsibility. i had to own it,” Julian said. 
after six weeks of living in his car and 
relentlessly applying to studio and network 
jobs, Julian decided to apply for a job he 
had been told about at a public relations 
and promotions firm, a job for which he was 
“ Those men were great mentors to me. mr. stamper told me 
‘the practice of law is not a job. it is a profession and you 
should always treat it accordingly.’”
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over-qualified. after interviewing, the owners 
were reluctant to hire him. 
“They told me they feared i wouldn’t stay long 
enough to learn the business,” recalled Julian. 
“i needed a job, so i made them a promise 
that if they would hire me, i would stay long 
enough to make it worth their while.”
Julian was hired and quickly proved to the 
owners they had made the right decision. after 
just one year, Julian was bringing in 98 percent 
of the company’s income. The owners knew in 
order to keep Julian, they needed to put him in 
the position he was requesting — to become 
the main contact for all studios and networks 
working with the firm. 
“it was at this point that i began establishing 
my first solid contacts and friends in the 
industry,” he said. 
over time, Julian was promoted to senior 
vice president for worldwide Corporate 
development and moved to london to open 
their european branch. however, after a few 
years, even the owners agreed he had made it 
“worth their while,” and it was time for him to 
move on toward what he had come to do.
shortly after leaving, Julian accepted a position 
with polygram Television. again, it was a 
position for which he was over-qualified, but 
Julian understood where it could lead him. 
it wasn’t long before he was moved into the 
legal department, where he belonged. after 
a year in the legal department, polygram was 
sold to mgm. Julian’s fate was unclear, and 
he watched as his fellow polygram lawyers 
were released. he had decided to leave the 
company on his own to accept a position he 
had been offered at a network, since leaving 
mgm seemed inevitable. however, after giving 
his notice, he was immediately called back and 
offered a permanent position with the legal 
department at mgm. 
“Becoming a part of the history of mgm was a 
great experience,” stated Julian. “when i first 
joined the company, i worked with a lawyer 
who had worked there since 1938. he had 
drafted some of the agreements for both Gone 
With the Wind and The Wizard of Oz.” 
Julian now heads a transactional team, which 
licenses rights in films and television series, both 
old and new, for distribution by mgm. he also 
oversees the dissemination of library rights data 
to all offices, in California and around the world. 
reflecting on the early challenges he faced 
after his move to los angeles, Julian said, 
“my dad said to me over the past Christmas 
holidays, ‘i know that i wasn’t supportive of 
“ when i first joined the company, i worked with a lawyer 
who had worked there since 1938. he had drafted some 
of the agreements for both Gone With the Wind and The 
Wizard of Oz.”
greg Julian (right) is pictured with his 
late father, robert Julian.
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your decision to move to California back then, 
but you had to start from nothing, just like i 
did, and you have built a great life for yourself. 
and, you did it on your own without any help 
from me. you are a very fine man, greg, and i 
have to say, i could not be more proud that you 
are my son.’ dad passed away in february, and 
so, of course, that conversation means more to 
me than i can say.” 
Julian has never forgotten how difficult forging 
a career path can be in the beginning. he takes 
great pleasure in meeting with young attorneys 
and law students, many from oklahoma, who 
are interested in the entertainment industry. 
“i am always happy to meet with young 
people,” said Julian with a smile. “i remember 
what it was like to not know anyone. i want to 
give them the opportunity to have the ear of 
someone in the business.” 
Julian appreciates the many people who 
believed in him and helped him reach his career 
goals. while his future in l.a. is exciting, he 
will never forget his oklahoma roots. | Sl |
Julian has never forgotten how difficult forging a career path 
can be in the beginning. he takes great pleasure in meeting 
with young attorneys and law students.
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Brice Beckwith  
perry, oklahoma 
University of oklahoma
“when deciding on which law 
school to attend, i spent a lot of time — too much really —  
researching every morsel of data, statistic, ranking and forum 
— anything even remotely associated with law schools — to 
objectively make the best decision i possibly could. however, 
in the end, i felt that those i had talked to from oU law would 
genuinely always have my best interests at heart. That made the 
decision easier.”
nicole ajeh  
Tulsa, oklahoma 
University of oklahoma
“i previously worked on wall street 
in new york City as a financial analyst for morgan stanley. 
during this time, i was required by finra (financial industry 
regulatory authority inc.) to take and pass the series 7 and the 
series 63 exams to become a registered representative for a 
securities broker-dealer. These career tests have been considered 
to be among the most difficult; however, i successfully passed 
both of the certifications on the first try. This has been my 
greatest professional accomplishment.” 
kim Beight  
amherst, ohio 
southwestern oklahoma state 
University 
“a combination of my father and my travels inspired me to 
pursue a legal education. my father, whom i have secretly titled 
‘the father of socratic parenting,’ instilled in me a love for logic 
and precise language. spending time in the middle east has 
shown me what i am too young to have observed in my own 
country: widespread violence as a direct result of political unrest. 
seeing the necessity of law and order firsthand has inspired me 
to become an active participant in our legal system.” 
Meet the  
Class of 2015
| By EvIE hOlzEr | oU law welcomes the class of 2015! our incoming students come from near 
and far and represent a variety of interests and experiences. learn more about 
these students and view other profiles on the oU law website at www.law.ou.edu/meet-the-class. 
robert Brossett  
rolla, missouri 
Truman state University 
“while i was deployed to iraq in 
support of operation iraqi freedom, i had the opportunity 
to serve as a platoon leader for a combat airborne engineer 
company. our platoon's primary mission was to manage 
Commander's emergency response program projects. These 
construction projects included road construction, bridge repair 
and other infrastructure repairs that benefited the people of 
iraq. our platoon had many successes in iraq, but our greatest 
achievement was safely returning home with every soldier.”
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John hammons 
muskogee, oklahoma 
University of oklahoma
“i am a proud member of the 
Cherokee nation. i have been very fortunate to have served 
two terms as mayor of the city of muskogee, oklahoma. first 
elected at the age of 19, i am among the youngest mayors in 
american history.”
“ seeing the necessity of law and order firsthand has inspired me  
to become an active participant in our legal system.”
sooner l aw yer
Evan Chambers  
redmond, washington 
oklahoma Baptist University
“i was inspired to pursue a law 
degree when i recognized the tangible, practical changes that 
could be accomplished in the world by legal work. Because the 
energy sector has such expansive effects on the environment, 
urban and rural spaces, governments and various people groups 
(some of who have little representation in policy decisions), i saw 
the opportunity a legal professional could have to create lasting, 
positive consequences for all stakeholders. i was inspired by the 
possibility of being able to work toward a better earth, a better 
life for people and a more thriving local economy fueled by 
creative and industrious individuals.”
Grant Carpenter  
Tulsa, oklahoma 
southern methodist University
“as the capstone of my four-year 
concentrated study of voice performance, my one-hour senior 
voice recital featured the works of stefano donaudy, francis 
poulenc, Johannes Brahms and ralph vaughan williams. i 
selected my own repertoire, which was performed entirely from 
memory. i expect the focus required to master music in multiple 
languages at the highest performance level will be helpful in the 
mastery of the law.”
Carly haiduk  
panhandle, Texas 
kansas state University 
“i interned at a nonprofit 
community learning center while in undergrad, where i helped 
develop and implement afterschool curriculum for ‘at-risk’ 
middle school students having problems at home or in school. i 
learned that an open mind is the first step when helping others. 
i learned to embrace diversity and, as a mentor, developed very 
special relationships. although i have worked in the finance 
and government industries for three years post-graduation, my 
time spent with these students has been most influential on my 
professional development and future career goals.”
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kim Ikegbunam  
houston, Texas  
University of Texas 
“i was initially inspired to pursue 
a legal education as a result of a visit to nigeria when i was 
about 13 years old. i was truly saddened by the fact that my 
family there could not experience the same qualities of life 
because of their corrupt government. while my initial plan was 
to overthrow the nigerian government — i am not sure how 
successful that would have been at age 13 — i figured the best 
way to handle issues of injustice was to become involved in law 
and politics. i have not desired to do anything else ever since, 
and i am so happy to have found a program that will take me 
one step closer to accomplishing these goals.”
Eric Odom  
dimmitt, Texas 
Texas Tech University 
“i come from a family of 
entrepreneurs. while assisting with the set-up of our latest 
venture, i noticed the enormous amount of legalities that were 
associated with the process. This led to the inquisition of several 
individuals with J.d. degrees, both practicing attorneys and 
business people, concluding that no matter what i want to do in 
life, a legal education would be the greatest tool i could have.” 
sooner l aw yer
“ i figured the best way to handle issues of injustice was to become 
involved in law and politics.”
Skeeter Jordan 
latta, oklahoma 
University of oklahoma
“my inspiration to pursue a legal 
education came from my younger sisters and brother, whom my 
parents adopted. in being exposed to the foster care system and 
seeing innocent children go through such troubling times, i want 
to do more.”
kelbie kennedy  
Buffalo valley, oklahoma 
eastern oklahoma state College and 
University of oklahoma
“i chose oU law because it offered the best programs in the 
two fields of law that i wish to pursue: native american law 
and international law. after meeting with wonderful faculty and 
staff, i knew that oU was the best place for me.”
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ashley Schovanec  
edmond, oklahoma 
University of oklahoma
“Both my mother and uncle are 
graduates of oU law, and it has always been my goal to attend 
law school at oU. i am very excited to continue the tradition of oU 
lawyers in my family. i know that with oU law's impressive faculty 
and curriculum, i will obtain the best legal education here.”
 Meng Shi  
Beijing, China 
northwest University of politics  
and law in Xi'an, China, and  
Cornell University
“when considering where to pursue my J.d. education, i was 
tremendously fascinated by all the extraordinary resources 
and opportunities that oU law has to offer. its several core 
advantages include a dedicated and talented faculty of top-
notch legal scholars and practitioners, a distinctive mix of 
intellectual pursuits and international scope, a commitment 
to the rule of law and social justice, an intimate community 
atmosphere and a larger environment of a huge dynamic public 
research university.”
Marc young  
norman, oklahoma 
University of oklahoma
“i am very proud of my work as an 
assistant insurance commissioner, especially in securing national 
media coverage — with outlets such as the “CBs evening 
news” and USA Today — about several nationwide scams that 
had defrauded thousands across the country, including many 
oklahomans. This public exposure protected many citizens 
from fraud and increased the scrutiny of prosecutors and law 
enforcement, accelerating the scam's shutdown.” | Sl |
sooner l aw yer
“i was tremendously fascinated by all the extraordinary resources 
and opportunities that oU law has to offer.”
Wyatt Swinford  
okemah, oklahoma  
oklahoma state University
“i was oklahoma state’s mascot, 
pistol pete, and homecoming king in the same year. as a 
lifelong Cowboy fan, it is uncharted territory to not be thinking 
competitively of oU. i am looking forward to learning about the 
university and culture here.”
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news Briefs
1950s
William J. “Bill” Ross (’54) was 
awarded an honorary degree from 
the University of oklahoma at oU’s 
2012 Commencement on may 11. 
he is chairman of the board of the 
inasmuch foundation and the ethics in 
Journalism foundation. he also serves 
as co-chair of the oU College of law 
Board of visitors.
Lee R. West (’56) was selected for 
induction into the oklahoma hall of 
fame in 2012. during his legal career, 
he has worked in private practice, 
taught at oU law and served as a state 
and federal district judge. since taking 
senior status in 1994, he remains 
active, hearing cases and serving as a 
settlement judge.
1960s
Glenn J. Sharpe (’63) of wewoka, 
oklahoma, was appointed to serve as a 
commissioner on the seminole nation 
gaming agency.
James R. Barnett (’67) joined the 
oklahoma City office of doerner, 
saunders, daniel & anderson llp in 
may. he previously served for more 
than 13 years as executive director of 
the oklahoma water resources Board. 
Robert M. Johnson (’67) was named a 
lifetime fellow of the american College 
of mortgage attorneys in recognition 
of his contributions to the organization 
and the real estate practice. he serves 
as of counsel for Crowe & dunlevy in 
the oklahoma City office.
G. Michael Lewis (’67) was named 
a mediator with dispute resolution 
Consultants inc. he is a partner at 
doerner, saunders, daniel & anderson 
llp, working in the Tulsa, oklahoma, 
office, where he is head of the firm’s 
litigation practice group.
Errol Copilevitz (’68), senior 
partner of Copilevitz & Canter llC, 
headquartered in kansas City, missouri, 
was named to The Nonprofit Times list 
of 25 people who have had the biggest 
effect on the nonprofit community 
throughout the past 25 years.
John Groendyke (’69) was re-
appointed to another term on the 
oklahoma wildlife Conservation 
Commission. The enid resident, 
who is the chief executive officer 
of groendyke Transport, was first 
was appointed to the commission in 
1976 and has served several terms as 
chairman.
1970s
J. William Conger (’70) received an 
honorary doctor of humane letters 
degree from oklahoma City University 
at the fall graduation ceremony. he 
serves oCU as general counsel, is a 
member of the law faculty, and is of 
counsel to hartzog Conger Cason & 
neville. 
George Davis (’71) joined the 
oklahoma City firm of Tomlinson, rust, 
mckinstry & grable pC as of counsel 
and will concentrate on complex 
business litigation.
William R. Grimm (’73) was elected 
treasurer of the Tulsa Chapter of the 
american Board of Trial advocates. he 
is a shareholder of Barrow & grimm 
pC of Tulsa, oklahoma. his practice 
is concentrated primarily in business-
related litigation.
David L. Prescott (’73) closed his law 
office and retired after 38 years of 
private practice in oklahoma City.
Deborah Shallcross (’74) joined 
gablegotwals in the firm’s Tulsa, 
oklahoma, office after having 
previously served for almost 30 years 
as district court judge in Tulsa County. 
her practice will focus on alternative 
dispute resolution, litigation and 
appellate practice.
Cleta Deatherage Mitchell (’75) 
served as general counsel for 
republican presidential candidate 
rick santorum. she is a partner in the 
washington, d.C., office of foley & 
lardner llp and is a member of the 
firm’s political law practice group. 
Jim Drummond (’76) was named to 
the board of directors of the oklahoma 
lawyers association. he is a criminal 
defense lawyer in norman, oklahoma, 
handling trial and appellate cases at 
the federal and state levels.
Timothy D. Kline (’76) was elected to 
the board of directors of the american 
Board of Certification of Bankruptcy 
and Creditors’ rights attorneys. he is a 
shareholder in the oklahoma City firm 
of phillips murrah pC in the litigation 
department, where his practice focuses 
on bankruptcy matters.
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James L. Gallogly (’77) was 
awarded an honorary degree from 
the University of oklahoma at oU’s 
2012 Commencement on may 11 and 
delivered the convocation address for 
the oU College of law the following 
day. he also received an honorary 
degree from his undergraduate alma 
mater, the University of Colorado 
Colorado springs, and presented the 
commencement remarks at a ceremony 
there on may 18.
Tom Gruber (’77) was named 
shareholder of gablegotwals. his 
practice in the oklahoma City office 
includes litigation, administrative law 
and government relations. prior to 
becoming of counsel to the firm in 
2011, he served the state for more than 
10 years as the first assistant attorney 
general subsequent to serving two 
terms as district attorney for woods, 
woodward, alfalfa, major and dewey 
counties.
A. Clark Jett (’77) was appointed 
associate district judge in Texas 
County. prior to his appointment, he 
was a partner at wright, dale & Jett in 
guymon, oklahoma.
Craig L. Rainey (’77) became senior 
vice president and general counsel 
of The williams Companies inc. in 
January. he has worked there since 
1999 and has served in a variety of 
legal leadership positions.
Michael C. Wofford (’77) was named 
partner at doerner, saunders, daniel & 
anderson llp. he practices regulatory, 
environmental and energy law in 
oklahoma City. he was also appointed 
vice president of the nonprofit 
environmental federation of oklahoma.
Cynda Ottaway (’78) was elected 
into membership of the international 
academy of estate and Trust law. she 
was also elected as secretary for the 
american College of Trust and estate 
Counsel. she is a director at Crowe 
& dunlevy, working in the oklahoma 
City office. her practice focuses on 
estate planning, trust and estate 
administration, and planning for closely 
held family businesses.
Jeanette C. Timmons (’78) joined 
Conner & winters llp as a partner. she 
practices corporate and securities law 
in the firm’s oklahoma City office.
Mark Burget (’79), who serves as 
area director of search ministries in 
oklahoma City, was named general 
counsel for oklahoma City-based hall 
Capital. 
Deborah E. Fortune (’79) formed a 
new firm, ratheal, maggard & fortune 
pllC, with offices in oklahoma City 
and weatherford, oklahoma. she 
practices in the areas of family law, 
probate and oil and gas law.
Graydon Dean Luthey, Jr. (’79) 
joined gablegotwals as a shareholder 
in the Tulsa, oklahoma, office. his 
areas of practice include litigation, 
appellate law and indian law.
Ronald L. Walker (’79) joined the 
oklahoma City firm of Tomlinson, rust, 
mckinstry & grable pC as a director, 
handling complex business litigation.
1980s
Bill W. Burgess, Jr. (’80) joined with 
his brother in purchasing The Lawton 
Constitution, the daily newspaper 
in lawton, oklahoma. he is senior 
partner at Burgess, Burgess, Burgess & 
hightower in lawton. 
Kathleen Duncan (’80) was re-
elected to the edmond Board of 
education to serve a third five-year 
term. she worked as a teacher and 
school counselor before attending 
oU law. after graduating, she served 
as an assistant district attorney in 
oklahoma County.
Gene Prigmore (’80) was inducted 
as a fellow in the american College of 
workers’ Compensation lawyers in 
march. he has served on the oklahoma 
workers’ Compensation Court since 
1998 and retired July 1.
Reggie Whitten (’80) was a featured 
speaker at the lawyers helping 
lawyers foundation Cornerstone 
Banquet and auction, held march 27 
at the oklahoma Bar Center. he is 
co-founder and managing partner of 
whitten Burrage in oklahoma City.
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Donita Bourns Douglas (’81) was 
named director of professional services 
for inreach, a provider of continuing 
education management solutions. she 
previously served for almost 12 years 
as director of educational programs for 
the oklahoma Bar association.
John D. Miller (’81) associated with 
three other attorneys to practice as The 
Bethany law Center llp in Bethany, 
oklahoma. he previously served for 
25 years as special district judge in 
pontotoc County. his law practice will 
include dispute resolution, criminal 
procedure and family law.
Kathy Taylor (’81) of mcafee & Taft 
in Tulsa, oklahoma, was a resident 
fellow for the spring semester at 
the harvard institute of politics 
at the John f. kennedy school of 
government. The fellowship focused 
on the methods of entry into public 
service – appointment, election and 
philanthropy.
Mike Vorhees (’81) was appointed 
to the board of directors for the 
oklahoma foundation for medical 
quality and to the oklahoma City 
Board of adjustment. in addition, he 
was elected chairman of the Board of 
regents for oklahoma City Community 
College and president of the south 
oklahoma City area school district 
Board of Trustees. he is a member of 
the shelton voorhees law group in 
oklahoma City.
Steven Mullins (’82) was named 
general counsel to oklahoma gov. 
mary fallin. he previously served as an 
assistant U.s. attorney for the western 
district of oklahoma.
Jequita H. Napoli (’82) was nominated 
to be a member of the Council of the 
american Bar association section of 
legal education. she is a special judge 
in Cleveland County, oklahoma.
Brad W. Burgess (’83) joined with 
his brother in purchasing The Lawton 
Constitution, the daily newspaper in 
lawton, oklahoma. he is managing 
partner at Burgess, Burgess, Burgess & 
hightower in lawton.
Benjamin Butts (‘83) will serve as the 
2012 immediate past president of the 
Tulsa chapter of the american Board of 
Trial advocates. he practices with Butts 
& marrs pllC in oklahoma City.
Greg D. Givens (’83) was inducted as a 
fellow of the american College of Trial 
lawyers. he is a partner in the edmonds 
Cole law firm of oklahoma City.
Roberta Browning Fields (’84) 
joined mcafee & Taft in the oklahoma 
City office. her practice focuses on 
the representation of employers in all 
areas of employment law, including 
litigation, arbitrations and before 
regulatory and administrative agencies.
A. Diane Hammons (’84) joined 
Campbell & Tiger pllC in Tulsa, 
oklahoma. her previous positions 
include attorney general of the 
Cherokee nation and oklahoma 
assistant attorney general.
Carla Sharpe (’84), senior counsel 
for devon energy Corporation, was 
elected to the board of directors for 
okC Beautiful.
Ellen Edwards (’85) was named 
general counsel for the grand river 
dam authority. she started in the 
position december 1, after previously 
serving as the deputy general 
counsel for the oklahoma insurance 
department.
G. Calvin Sharpe (’85) was elected 
president-elect of the Tulsa chapter of 
the american Board of Trial advocates. 
he is of counsel to the oklahoma City 
firm of phillips murrah pC, where his 
practice focuses on complex litigation 
and tribal matters. 
Andrew Tevington (’85) was 
appointed to the oklahoma 
Compensation and Unclassified positions 
review Board. he is general counsel at 
the oklahoma Corporation Commission.
Anthony “Tony” Jackson (‘86) was 
recognized by the oklahoma Child 
support enforcement association as 
the 2011 state office employee of the 
year. he serves as the chief counsel for 
the Center for Coordinated programs 
of the oklahoma Child support 
services division of the department of 
human services.
Perry T. “Pete” Marrs (’86) was 
inducted as a fellow of the american 
College of Trial lawyers. he is a 
partner in the firm of Butts & marrs 
pllC and has practiced in oklahoma 
City for 25 years.
Rick Martin (’86) associated with 
three other attorneys to practice as The 
Bethany law Center llp in Bethany, 
oklahoma. his areas of practice include 
estate planning, probate and real 
estate law.
Blaine Nice (’86) joined fellers, 
snider, Blankenship, Bailey & Tippens 
pC and will serve of counsel to the 
firm in the oklahoma City office. 
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his areas of practice will include 
labor and employment law, workers’ 
compensation and litigation.
Tod J. Barrett (’87) joined doerner, 
saunders, daniel & anderson llp and 
will serve of counsel in the oklahoma 
City office. his practice is concentrated 
in employment law and litigation.
Margaret Anne Bomhoff (’87) of 
edmond, oklahoma, was nominated 
to serve as a judge on the oklahoma 
workers’ Compensation Court. at the 
time of her nomination, she was a 
shareholder/director of fellers, snider, 
Blankenship, Bailey & Tippens pC, 
working in the oklahoma City office. 
Jeff Hassell (’87) was elected director 
of gablegotwals. he works in the 
firm’s Tulsa, oklahoma, office, and 
his areas of practice include banking, 
corporate and real estate law.
Rob Robertson (’87) was elected 
director of gablegotwals. his practice 
is based in the oklahoma City office 
and primarily consists of complex 
litigation, including representation of 
energy companies, financial institutions 
and transportation companies in 
commercial disputes.
Carl Kessinger (’88) joined reeg 
lawyers llC, a corporate litigation 
defense firm in Clayton, missouri. he 
has a background in corporate and 
insurance defense litigation and trial 
experience. he most recently practiced 
with evans & dixon llC in st. louis.
Carl Franklin (’89) was named director 
of the master of science in forensic 
science degree program at southern 
Utah University in Cedar City, Utah. 
he is an associate professor in the 
department of political science and 
Criminal Justice. 
1990s
Ryan Cross (’90) joined mcafee & 
Taft in the oklahoma City office. he 
will serve of counsel to the firm in 
matters of business and intellectual 
property law.
Christine Fritze (’91, ll.m. ’12) will 
serve as a visiting professor at the 
University of north dakota law school 
for the 2012-13 academic year. she will 
teach natural resources, oil and gas 
and elder law. she was also named as 
the university’s trustee for the rocky 
mountain mineral law foundation.
Benton Wheatley (’91) joined munsch 
hardt kopf & harr pC as a shareholder 
in the austin, Texas, office. his practice 
will concentrate on construction 
litigation as well as the negotiation and 
drafting of construction and design 
contracts.
Steven P. Logan (’92) was appointed 
as a full-time U.s. magistrate judge for 
the district of arizona in phoenix.
Darquita L. Maggard (’92) formed a 
new firm, ratheal, maggard & fortune 
pllC, with offices in oklahoma City 
and weatherford, oklahoma. she 
practices in the areas of family law, 
probate and bankruptcy.
Laura M. Palk (’92), assistant legal 
counsel for the University of oklahoma, 
was named oU institutional equity and 
Title iX coordinator. she will assist in 
handling complaints concerning sexual 
misconduct, sexual assault, gender 
discrimination and related gender 
equity issues, including athletics, for 
the norman, oklahoma City and Tulsa 
campuses. 
Donelle H. Ratheal (’92) formed a 
new firm, ratheal, maggard & fortune 
pllC, with offices in oklahoma City 
and weatherford, oklahoma. her 
areas of practice include domestic and 
international family law, probate and 
general litigation.
Michael P. Royal (’92) was named 
to the 2012 BTi Client services all 
stars list, which is compiled from 
recommendations of corporate counsel 
at fortune 1000 businesses. he works 
in the dallas office of fisher & phillips 
llp, a national labor and employment 
law firm.
Sean Burrage (’93) was elected 
minority leader of the oklahoma state 
senate. he has represented mayes and 
rogers counties since 2006. he is a 
partner in the Claremore, oklahoma, 
law firm of Taylor, Burrage, foster, 
mallett, downs, ramsey & russell.
John Bartley (’95) was elected mayor 
of stillwater, oklahoma. he is the 
president, chief executive officer and 
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general counsel for Community escrow 
& Title Co. and previously served on 
the stillwater City Council.
Clark Jolley (’95) of edmond, 
oklahoma, was appointed chairman 
of the oklahoma state senate 
appropriations Committee. since 
2004, he has served as a state senator 
representing oklahoma and logan 
counties.
Lee Turner (’95) of ponca City, 
oklahoma, was appointed special 
judge for kay County. he previously 
was in private practice and worked as 
an assistant district attorney.
Amy L. Alden (’96) joined the 
oklahoma City firm of miller dollarhide 
as an associate. she previously served 
as general counsel to the oklahoma 
house of representatives.
T. Michael Blake (’96) was elected to 
the mcafee & Taft board of directors. 
his practice is focused on tax and 
corporate law and is based in the firm’s 
oklahoma City office.
Stan Koop (’96) relocated his office 
to 1014 24th ave. n.w. in norman, 
oklahoma. his practice will continue to 
focus on civil litigation.
Jeffrey R. Anderson (’97) joined 
the oklahoma City firm of dunlap 
Codding. his practice will include all 
areas of intellectual property with an 
emphasis on managing portfolios, 
negotiating complex transactions 
and agreements, and drafting and 
prosecuting patent applications.
Brian Duncan (‘99) was appointed 
as a federal administrative law judge 
with the U.s. occupational safety 
and health review Commission in its 
denver office. 
Rob Johnson (’99) was selected as an 
assistant majority floor leader of the 
oklahoma state senate. he has served 
in the senate since 2010 and previously 
served in the oklahoma house of 
representatives.
2000s
Sandra Benischek Harrison (’00) 
was named chief administrative 
officer of the oklahoma department 
of human services. she previously 
served the agency as coordinator of 
intergovernmental relations and policy.
Chuck T. Hoskin, Jr. (’00) was elected 
deputy speaker by the Cherokee 
nation Tribal Council. he is the resident 
officer of the national labor relations 
Board in Tulsa, oklahoma.
Bill Baze (’01) of hugo, oklahoma, 
was named assistant district attorney 
for Choctaw County in may.
Carrie Leonard (’01) was honored as 
the 2012 national young mother of 
the year by american mothers inc. at 
the organization’s annual convention 
in washington, d.C., in may. she is the 
former director of development for 
white fields, a home for abused and 
neglected boys in oklahoma City.
Rachael Dewberry (’02) joined Bass 
law in the oklahoma City office. her 
practice includes family law, criminal 
defense and juvenile matters.
Bryan Evans (’02) is a founding 
partner of the edmond law firm of 
evans & davis, which was selected by 
the edmond Chamber of Commerce as 
a finalist for the 2011 small Business of 
the year.
Andrew C. Jayne (’02) became 
a shareholder in the Tulsa firm of 
atkinson, haskins, nellis, Brittingham, 
gladd & Carwile pC. his practice is 
focused on general civil litigation and 
appellate advocacy. 
Rusty LaForge (’02), a shareholder of 
mcafee & Taft, was appointed to serve 
a four-year term as a commissioner 
on the Uniform law Commission. he 
serves as leader of the firm's banking 
and financial institutions group in the 
oklahoma City office.
Lance E. Schneiter (’02) was named a 
shareholder of the oklahoma City firm 
of andrews davis. his practice includes 
civil litigation, intellectual property and 
contract law.
Jeb Boatman (’03) was included on 
The Journal Record list of achievers 
Under 40. he works in the oklahoma 
City office of mcafee & Taft and was 
previously an assistant U.s. attorney 
and chief of the appellate section for 
the western district of oklahoma.
Brian Bush (’03) was named vice 
president of the oklahoma Council of 
public affairs, an oklahoma City public 
policy research organization focused 
primarily on state-level issues. he 
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previously served as a staff member at 
oklahoma Christian University.
Jeremy Z. Carter (’03) relocated his 
practice to newcastle, oklahoma. his 
solo practice will focus primarily on civil 
litigation, personal injury, insurance 
bad faith and estate planning. 
Christine Cave (’03) relocated 
the office of the employers legal 
resource Center to 6307 waterford 
Blvd. in oklahoma City. her practice 
is focused on working with small 
businesses and nonprofits to provide 
counseling, training and representation 
on employment and business-related 
matters.
Julianna Deligans (’03) was elected 
as a shareholder of hall, estill, 
hardwick, gable, golden & nelson 
pC. she joined the firm in 2007 and 
practices in the oklahoma City office, 
specializing in intellectual property 
law with a focus on trademark law. 
she was also included on The Journal 
Record list of achievers Under 40.
Tricia Everest (‘03) received the 
distinguished philanthropist award 
from oklahoma City University 
societies at its annual awards of 
excellence dinner february 25. she 
serves as of counsel to gablegotwals 
in oklahoma City.
Grant A. Fitz (‘03) was named 
partner in the law firm of rodolf & 
Todd pllC in Tulsa, oklahoma, where 
he specializes in medical malpractice 
defense work.
Bonner J. Gonzalez (’04) was named 
a shareholder of mcafee & Taft. 
Based in the oklahoma City office, he 
practices corporate and tax law.
Jo Lynn Jeter (’04) was named a 
shareholder and director of norman 
wohlgemuth Chandler & dowdell of 
Tulsa, oklahoma. her practice consists 
primarily of commercial litigation in 
state and federal courts.
Greg Smith (’04) was named to The 
Journal Record list of achievers Under 
40. he runs a miami, oklahoma, 
family business, larco enterprises, a 
company with holdings in restaurants, 
commercial real estate and other 
investments. 
Adam Strange (’04) was named 
partner at Jones, gotcher & Bogan 
pC in Tulsa, oklahoma. since 2004, 
he has worked at the firm, where 
his areas of practice include civil 
litigation, commercial transactions and 
construction law.
Kelsie Sullivan (’04) joined fellers, 
snider, Blankenship, Bailey & Tippens 
pC as an associate in the firm’s 
oklahoma City office. her practice 
covers a wide range of litigation. 
Jed Winter (’04) was named to The 
Journal Record list of achievers Under 
40. he is the president and Ceo of the 
mangum Brick Company.
Robyn R. Baker (’05) was named an 
associate with harrison & mecklenburg 
inc. and will practice in the firm’s office 
in stillwater, oklahoma. her practice 
focuses primarily on commercial 
transactions and business litigation. 
Ed Blau (‘05) entered private practice 
in oklahoma City after previously 
serving in the oklahoma County 
district attorney’s office, where he 
headed the drug court program and 
prosecuted drug offenses and violent 
felonies. his law practice will be known 
as Blau law firm pllC. 
Kurt Bollenbach (’05) was named a 
shareholder in harrison & mecklenburg 
inc. and is based in the firm’s 
kingfisher, oklahoma, office. his areas 
of concentration include complex 
litigation, business transactions and 
criminal defense. he previously served 
as an assistant district attorney in 
Canadian County and in the U.s. army 
Judge advocate general’s Corps.
Travis P. Brown (’05) was elected 
shareholder of mahaffey & gore pC 
of oklahoma City. with the firm since 
2006, his practice focuses on oil and 
gas matters and includes complex civil 
litigation.
Allison McGrath Gardner (’05) was 
named partner at Conner & winters 
llp. Based in Tulsa, oklahoma, she 
practices in the areas of tax exempt 
organizations, employee benefits and 
trusts and estates.
John J. Griffin, III (’05) was named 
a partner of hartzog Conner Cason & 
neville of oklahoma City. his areas of 
practice include commercial law, tax 
planning and tax controversies and 
business transactions.
Shelley Shelby (’05) was appointed 
director of government affairs for Cox 
Communications of oklahoma. she 
previously was director of legislative 
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services and staff attorney for the 
oklahoma state school Boards 
association.
Joshua D. Smith (’05) was named a 
shareholder of mcafee & Taft, where 
his areas of practice include business 
law, real estate law and taxation. he 
practices in the firm’s oklahoma City 
office. 
David A. Sturdivant (’05) was 
named a preferred shareholder 
of Barrow & grimm pC of Tulsa, 
oklahoma. his practice consists 
primarily of litigation, with an 
emphasis on business and commercial 
litigation as well as family law.
Ross N. Chaffin (’06) was elected 
director of the oklahoma City firm of 
Tomlinson, rust, mckinstry & grable 
pC. his areas of practice are intellectual 
property and business and complex 
litigation.
Andrew “Drew” Mildren (’06) was 
included on The Journal Record list of 
achievers Under 40. he is an associate 
of phillips murrah pC with a practice 
focused on real estate, governmental 
and administrative law.
Bryan J. Nowlin (’06) joined hall, 
estill, hardwick, gable, golden & 
nelson, pC as an associate in Tulsa, 
oklahoma. he focuses his practice in 
the areas of trusts and estate planning, 
litigation and indian law.
Tyler J. Mantooth (’08) joined hall, 
estill, hardwick, gable, golden & 
nelson pC as an associate in the 
oklahoma City office. his intellectual 
property practice will focus primarily 
on patent prosecution, including the 
drafting, enforcement and defense of 
patent rights.
David D. Proctor, II (’08) was 
named general counsel and senior 
risk manager for southern Bleacher 
Company of graham, Texas. he 
previously practiced with goolsby, 
proctor, heefner & gibbs pC in 
oklahoma City.
Evan Vincent (’08) was included on 
The Journal Record list of achievers 
Under 40. he is an associate in the 
oklahoma City office of Crowe & 
dunlevy. his areas of practice include 
general litigation and intellectual 
property. 
Rebecca R. Seidl (’09) joined 
Thompson & knight llp in the firm’s 
houston office. her practice focuses 
on oil and gas matters and the 
representation of natural resource 
companies in transactional work.
2010s
Michael Brooks (’10) joined hartzog 
Conger Cason & neville in oklahoma 
City after completing a one-year 
clerkship with the U.s. Court of appeals 
for the Tenth Circuit. his practice will 
focus on litigation and appeals.
Glenn Carter (’11) works as an 
attorney-adviser at the social security 
administration’s office of disability 
adjudication and review, office of 
appellate operations in Crystal City, 
virginia. he previously worked as staff 
assistant to Congressman frank lucas 
of oklahoma.
Ryan Collins (’11) joined the Tulsa, 
oklahoma, law firm of glasswilkin 
pC as an associate attorney. his main 
areas of practice are health care law, 
general business transactions and 
employment law. 
Patrick Collogan (’11) joined martin, 
Jean & Jackson as an associate in the 
firm’s office in ponca City, oklahoma. 
his practice will focus primarily on 
personal injury litigation.
Tiffany Drake (’11) works as an 
examiner with the U.s. patent & 
Trademark office in alexandria, 
virginia. 
Stephen T. Gary (’11) became an 
associate with phillips murrah pC in 
oklahoma City. his primary areas of 
practice will be tax and corporate law.
Bevan Graybill (’11) was named law 
clerk to Judge kenneth l. Buettner of 
the oklahoma Court of Civil appeals in 
oklahoma City.
Nicholas A. Harrison (’11) received 
the Ben Blackstock award from 
freedom of information oklahoma at 
the organization’s annual convention 
in march. he received the award for 
his work as a student reporter on The 
Oklahoma Daily. 
Carissa King (’11) joined Tisdal & 
o’hara pllC as an associate in the 
firm’s office in Clinton, oklahoma. her 
practice includes estate planning and 
general litigation.
Shelley Lynne Levisay (’11) was 
named assistant district attorney for 
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pottawatomie County. Based in the 
shawnee, oklahoma, office of district 
23, she will prosecute all domestic 
violence cases and misdemeanors.
Shannon Macko (’11) joined gungoll, 
Jackson, Collins, Box & devoll pC and 
will be based in the firm’s oklahoma 
City office. her practice will focus on 
civil litigation.
J. Blake Patton (’11) became 
an associate at fellers, snider, 
Blankenship, Bailey & Tippens pC in 
oklahoma City. he practices primarily 
in the area of civil litigation.
Colby L. Robertson (’11) joined the 
edmond, oklahoma, office of evans 
& davis as an associate attorney. 
his areas of practice will be estate 
planning, business law and general civil 
litigation.
John P. Seidenberger (’11) became 
an associate of logan & lowry llp with 
offices in the northeastern oklahoma 
towns of vinita and grove. his areas 
of practice include civil litigation, 
bankruptcy and banking.
Kayna Stavast-Piper (’11) works as a 
trial attorney for the U.s. department 
of Justice antitrust division. her work 
group is the networks and Technology 
enforcement section in washington, 
d.C.
Christine Fritze (’91, ll.m. ’12) will 
serve as a visiting professor at the 
University of north dakota law school 
for the 2012-2013 academic year. she 
will teach natural resource, oil and gas 
and elder law. she was also named as 
the university’s trustee for the rocky 
mountain mineral law foundation.
alumni Events
Dallas Alumni Reception February 3
Meddlesome Moth
Los Angeles Alumni Reception  March 1
Philippe Restaurant
marilyn stambler, sheridan haynes (’11), director of alumni affairs and 
development, and errol stambler (’73)
stephen dacus (’07), melissa montgomery (’10) and John paul napier (’09)
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We remember
1940s
James Harley Ivy, Jr. (’41) of waurika, oklahoma, died 
november 19, 2011. he was born april 14, 1918, in 
waurika. he served in the U.s. army in germany, where 
he was involved in the prosecution of nazi war crimes. 
following his military service, he returned to waurika and 
practiced law, initially with his father and brother and, 
later, as a sole practitioner. he was actively involved in his 
community, serving as mayor of waurika, city commissioner 
and president of the waurika lions Club. in 2011, he was 
recognized by the oklahoma Bar association for 70 years of 
membership in the association.
Russell Chapin (’48) died may 23, 2012, at his home on 
amelia island, florida. he was born on a farm near winfield, 
kansas, in 1920, and was raised on a farm near red rock, 
oklahoma.  after graduating high school as valedictorian, 
he earned a bachelor’s degree from southwestern College 
in winfield. he served in the army air force for more than 
three years during world war ii. Upon completing his 
service, he attended law school. he practiced law in perry, 
oklahoma, before going to work in washington, d.C., for 
an oklahoma congressman. in the early 1950s, he began a 
25-year career with the U.s. department of Justice, where he 
served in a variety of positions before leaving to work at the 
U.s. department of housing and Urban development and 
later, at the american enterprise institute for public policy 
research, prior to his retirement in 1985. 
David L. Dobie (’48) of Tulsa, oklahoma, died december 6, 
2011. he was born in Tulsa march 23, 1921, and graduated 
from seminole high school in 1937. he attended the 
University of oklahoma from 1937 to 1941, where he 
participated in the Civilian pilot Training program. dobie 
served in the U.s. army air Corps for three years and 
returned to oU to earn his bachelor’s and law degrees. he 
worked in the oil and gas industry for several years before 
being recalled to active duty in 1951. after 15 months, he 
returned to civilian life. in 1962, he became president and 
Ceo of Cherokee resource inc. of Tulsa and remained in 
those positions until his death. 
Almon E. Henson (’48) of shawnee, oklahoma, died 
march 9, 2012. he was born march 3, 1919, in pauls valley, 
oklahoma. he attended oU and east Central University, in 
ada, oklahoma, where he received a teacher’s certificate. 
he served in the military during world war ii, achieving the 
rank of staff sergeant with the 8th army air Corps stationed 
in england. he was awarded the oklahoma Bar association 
ethics award in 1998 and named Citizen of the year by 
shawnee kiwanis Club in 2000. he was an active leader and 
supporter of numerous shawnee civic organizations and clubs.
1950s
William Buell (’51) died april 4, 2012, in edmond, 
oklahoma, where he was born January 9, 1925. he 
graduated from edmond high school and entered the army 
air Corps in 1944, serving in world war ii. Upon completing 
his military service, he attended the University of oklahoma 
as a student in the College of Business and, later, the College 
of law. he worked as an inspector for the federal aviation 
administration and served in the air national guard while 
living in California. he returned to edmond in 1972 and 
operated Buell lumber Company until the 1980s. with his 
wife, he also owned and operated Third street Crossing 
antiques in edmond. 
Carl W. Longmire (’52) of pryor, oklahoma, died december 
20, 2011. he was born february 1, 1924, and attended 
school in fairview, oklahoma. he attended oU on a 
basketball scholarship, but his education was interrupted 
when he was drafted into the U.s. army in 1943. after 
service in europe, including the normandy invasion and the 
Battle of the Bulge, he was honorably discharged at the end 
of the war. he resumed his education at oU and earned a 
bachelor’s degree in accounting and a law degree. he moved 
to pryor and established a law practice. he served as county 
judge from 1954 until 1960, and then returned to a private 
law practice, which he maintained until his retirement.
James F. Lane (’54) died december 17, 2011, in oklahoma 
City following a brief illness. he was born march 4, 1931, in 
Chattanooga, Tennessee. he graduated from high school 
in Bristow, oklahoma, and attended oklahoma Baptist 
University prior to law school. after earning his law degree, 
he entered the U.s. army Counterintelligence Corps and 
served until 1956. Upon completion of his military service, 
he moved to Beaver, oklahoma, a community he served in 
numerous capacities, including as private practitioner, county 
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attorney, volunteer firefighter and associate district judge. he 
was appointed to the oklahoma Court of Criminal appeals 
in 1989 and served as a member of that court until his 
retirement in 1998.
Murray Baker Stewart (’55) died January 24, 2012, in 
Tulsa, oklahoma. he was born in muskogee, oklahoma, may 
16, 1931. he received his undergraduate and law degrees 
from oU. after completing law school, he briefly practiced 
law in muskogee with his father before joining the U.s. 
army in 1955. he served in the Judge advocate general’s 
Corps and attained the rank of captain before completing 
his military service in 1961. he succeeded his father-in-law 
as president of a medical supply company, a position he 
held for 10 years before returning to a private law practice 
specializing in tax law and indian law. he was a member of 
the sons of Confederate veterans and a frequent speaker at 
the organization’s events.
Romain S. Mossman (’56) of woodward, oklahoma, 
died march 19, 2012. he was born on march 12, 1928, and 
graduated from perry high school in 1947. he graduated 
from oklahoma a&m College (now oklahoma state 
University). he was called into the U.s. army, serving as a 
lieutenant during the korean war and assigned to an army 
quartermaster unit in fairbanks, alaska. after discharge, he 
attended law school, worked in the noble County district 
attorney’s office and, later, joined a law firm in oklahoma 
City. in 1963, he moved his office to woodward and 
represented clients throughout northwest oklahoma. he was 
appointed woodward municipal judge in 1994, assuming the 
responsibilities of the state’s first non-metropolitan juvenile 
judge. he retired from that position in 2000.
George C. Baldridge (’57) of Joplin, missouri, died april 17, 
2012. he was born april 20, 1929, in webb City, missouri. 
he graduated from webb City high school in 1947 and kent 
state University in 1951, earning an accounting degree. he 
was drafted into the U.s. army in 1952 and attended officer 
Candidate school, earning the rank of lieutenant. after 
completing military service, he worked at an accounting 
firm before attending law school. he held numerous public 
offices during his legal career, including city attorney of 
Joplin, missouri; Jasper County prosecutor; and Jasper 
County circuit judge. he became a senior judge in 2004 and 
remained in that position until his death.
Thomas Dew Gresham (’57) died in may in Colorado 
springs, Colorado, where he had lived since 1962. he was 
born on new year’s day 1931 in guthrie, oklahoma, and 
lived there through his high school graduation in 1948. 
he attended the University of oklahoma and earned a 
bachelor’s degree in business administration in 1952. he 
served as an officer in the U.s. air force during the korean 
war. he returned to oU in 1954 and entered the College 
of law. after graduating in 1957, gresham worked as an 
assistant in the Tulsa County attorney’s office for five years. 
after moving to Colorado springs in 1962, he entered private 
practice. in later years, he worked with his son, practicing as 
gresham & gresham pC. 
Bert M. Jones (’59) died in april 2012 at his home in 
minnetonka, minnesota. he was born october 28, 1932, 
in Tulsa, oklahoma. he was a graduate of will rogers high 
school in Tulsa, oklahoma, the University of oklahoma and 
the oU College of law. he served in the U.s. marine Corps 
and the marine Corps reserves, where he attained the rank 
of major. he began his career as a trial lawyer working as an 
assistant district attorney in oklahoma County. he later joined 
the Tulsa law firm of rhodes, hieronymus, Jones, Tucker 
& gable pllC, where he practiced for more than 40 years. 
in addition to being an accomplished trial lawyer, he was a 
sports car race driver, sailor, ballroom dancer and avid golfer.
1960s
David Keith Simpson (’61) died may 5, 2012, in purcell, 
oklahoma. he was born august 31, 1931, in arcadia 
Township, illinois. he graduated from high school in 
kentucky in 1949 and entered the U.s. navy the following 
year. Trained as an electrician and missile technician, 
he served in the far east during the korean war. after 
his military service, he attended oU, earning degrees in 
engineering and law. his aptitude for planning and designing 
production sites for manufacturing companies allowed him 
the opportunity to work for many companies and travel 
around the world. he enjoyed fishing, golfing, farming and 
playing chess and basketball.
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Edward Lewis Moore, Jr. (’65) died april 10, 2012, in 
oklahoma City. he was born march 26, 1941, in Cherokee, 
oklahoma. following graduation from Cherokee high school 
in 1959, he attended the University of oklahoma, earning 
a bachelor’s degree and a juris doctor degree. he returned 
to Cherokee and practiced law for more than 22 years as 
a partner in the firm of ginder & moore. he also served as 
county attorney and, later, as a part-time assistant district 
attorney. in 1989, he moved to oklahoma City and was 
employed by Browne enterprises until his death.
Hugh Baysinger (’66) died february 1, 2012, in oklahoma 
City. he was born June 24, 1938, in kansas City, missouri, 
where he grew up and graduated from paseo high school in 
1956. he attended yale University, from which he received 
bachelor’s and master’s degrees in civil engineering. while a 
student in the oU College of law, he served as an instructor 
in the College of engineering. Upon graduating from law 
school in 1966, he joined pierce, Couch, hendrickson, 
Baysinger & green llp. he became a partner in the firm in 
1974 and practiced there until his death. he enjoyed music 
and had a great passion for singing, serving for years in his 
church choir and the oklahoma master Chorale.
David Berry Miller (’68) of Tulsa, oklahoma, died february 
12, 2012. he was born January 8, 1941, in oklahoma City. 
he was a graduate of harding high school, the University of 
oklahoma and southwestern school of Banking, in addition 
to the oU College of law. he was the business development 
manager for farmers national Company. he had previously 
worked in the banking industry and had served as the 
chairman of the trust division of the oklahoma Bankers 
association. he also participated in the national Trust real 
estate association, the Texas Bankers association wealth 
management division and leadership Tulsa.
1970s
Jon Howard Krause (’75) of ada, oklahoma, died march 
11, 2012. he was born october 3, 1942, in Boston. he 
graduated from ada high school in 1960. he enlisted in the 
U.s. army and served in korea. following his military service, 
he received his bachelor’s degree from east Central state 
College and his juris doctor degree from oU law. he had 
a career as a corporate attorney in the oil and gas industry, 
living primarily in houston and new orleans. he retired to 
ada in 2008. 
Gary Pullin (’77) died december 15, 2011, in dallas. he 
was a resident of plano, Texas, but previously had lived in 
the oklahoma communities of minco, norman, hugo and 
Chickasha. Born on July 4, 1952, in Chickasha, he graduated 
from high school in minco and attended the University of 
oklahoma, earning a bachelor’s degree in mathematics in 
1974 and a juris doctor degree in 1977. he practiced law in 
hugo and Chickasha before moving to plano in 1989 and 
establishing a practice there. pullin, an avid tennis player, 
served as president of the young lawyers division of the 
oklahoma Bar association, was on the board of directors of 
the plano Bar association and held many leadership positions 
in the kiwanis Club. 
Alan E. Synar (’79) of edmond, oklahoma, died november 
5, 2011. he was born april 14, 1955, in memphis, Tennessee. 
he moved to muskogee, oklahoma, in 1963 and graduated 
from high school there 10 years later. he attended the 
University of oklahoma, earning a bachelor’s degree in 
accounting and a juris doctor degree. he practiced law at the 
edmond law Center and was a municipal judge for the City 
of edmond, serving as the presiding judge since 1993. Under 
his leadership, edmond developed and implemented the 
first municipal juvenile court in oklahoma, which served as a 
model for juvenile courts nationally.
1980s
Carol Roth Thomas (’88) died January 5, 2012, in 
mcalester, oklahoma, the town where she was born 
december 10, 1950. she graduated from st. John’s school 
there before attending northeastern state University, where 
she earned a bachelor’s degree in business. after receiving 
certification as a paralegal, Thomas earned a juris doctor 
degree from the oU College law. she practiced oil and 
gas law and corporate securities law in Tulsa, oklahoma, 
before opening a family law practice in mcalester. she was 
a member of the american Bar association, the oklahoma 
Bar association and the pittsburg County Bar association. 
she had previously served as president of the st. Thomas 
more legal society in Tulsa and the pittsburg County Bar 
association.
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Willard L. Driesel (‘85) of Broken Bow, oklahoma, died 
december 29, 2011. he was born in ponca City, oklahoma, 
december 7, 1953. he had lived in mcCurtain County 
since 1986, and had served for 17 years as district judge in 
mcCurtain, pushmataha and Choctaw counties. he was the 
presiding judge of the southeastern judicial administrative 
district and a member of the trial division of the oklahoma 
Court on the Judiciary. he established the first drug court 
in southeastern oklahoma. prior to taking the bench, he 
served as a prosecutor and was once named oklahoma drug 
prosecutor of the year. he also served as an oklahoma City 
police officer for 11 years.
1990s
Regena “Reggie” McNeill Walsh (’90) of oklahoma 
City died april 30, 2012. she was born may 13, 1964, in 
woodward, oklahoma. she graduated from stillwater high 
school, oklahoma state University and the oU College of 
law. she practiced law in oklahoma City with Beeler, walsh 
& walsh pllC until her death. she was an avid cook and 
scuba diver. she also enjoyed flying with her husband and 
boating at grand lake. 
Paul Daniel Quackenbush Haddock (’95) of Tulsa, 
oklahoma, died January 1, 2012. he was born october 14, 
1955, in Tulsa and attended school there, graduating from 
nathan hale high school. he received his bachelor’s degree 
from oklahoma City University and owned east Coast 
manufacturing Company, where he worked as a master 
jeweler before attending law school. he was a member of 
the U.s. navy reserve and during the gulf war served as an 
electronic warfare specialist. he practiced law in Tulsa with 
haddock & associates pllC, focusing on bankruptcy, debtor 
rights, tax and corporate affairs
2000s
Patrick Michael Garrison (’04) of edmond, oklahoma, 
died march 21, 2012. he was born august 6, 1951, in 
slidell, louisiana. he received his B.a. from the University of 
southwestern louisiana in 1973, his m.a. from University of 
Central oklahoma in 1996, and after his military retirement, 
he received his J.d. in 2004. he served in the U.s. air force, 
achieving the rank of colonel. after a distinguished military 
career, his final active duty assignment was at Tulane 
University in new orleans, where he served as commander of 
the roTC unit. after his military service, he was employed as a 
prosecutor in the oklahoma County district attorney’s office.
Sarah Soles (’07) of oklahoma City died december 12, 
2011. she was born october 12, 1978, in oklahoma City and 
graduated from midwest City high school. she attended 
oU as a national merit scholar and received undergraduate 
degrees in criminology and public administration before 
attending and graduating from the oU College of law. soles 
practiced law in oklahoma City and worked with youth 
as a volunteer with the oklahoma County Bar association 
and the ymCa. in addition, she served as treasurer of the 
oklahoma City philharmonic associate Board. 
Steven M. Albright (’10) died december 23, 2011, in 
Tulsa, oklahoma. he was born in santa ana, California, on 
december 30, 1984. albright graduated from Jenks high 
school in 2002 and attended the University of oklahoma as a 
national merit scholar. he earned a bachelor’s degree in 2007 
with a major in business finance and minors in Japanese and 
latin. as a law student, he was a recipient of the william T. 
Comfort, Jr. and James T. Comfort scholarship, served on the 
Oklahoma Law Review and was selected for membership in 
the oklahoma Chapter of the order of the Coif.
Jennifer lee Thompson 
1974 – 2012
Jennifer Lee Thompson (’00) of oklahoma City died July 10, 2012. she 
was born october 24, 1974, in oklahoma City, where she attended Casady 
school from preschool through high school. she graduated with honors from 
southern methodist University in 1997 and from oU law in 2000. following 
law school, she practiced law in oklahoma City, limiting her practice to family 
law. in 2001, she became an associate with horning, grove, hulett, Thompson 
and Comstock.  she later joined with her mother, Carolyn s. Thompson, 
in forming the Thompson law firm. she was active in the oklahoma Bar 
association and the oklahoma County Bar association.  in addition to her 
mother, she is survived by her husband, John w. ross, Jr., and her step-father, 
oU College of law professor emeritus robert g. spector.
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Staff changes
 New faces and titles
after months of planning, testing and tweaking, oU law launched a new website 
design for www.law.ou.edu on January 17. a committee guided the process by 
researching other law school sites to determine the best features and navigation, 
reviewing and editing current web content, and consulting with experts on the latest 
web design and functionality. The new website has several new features including a 
content management system that allows multiple content editors, a new way to sort and 
view courses, a photo gallery, a video page and an oU law blog.
 OU Law launches new website design
sooner l aw yer
Autumn Lockett joined the staff in 
January as an admissions counselor. 
she previously taught fourth-graders in 
central Texas, but after her family moved 
to oklahoma when her husband entered 
oU law, she welcomed the opportunity 
to help others make the transition into 
the law school environment.
Brandon Martin started in november 
2011 as a facilities attendant. he works 
at night as part of the team responsible 
for keeping the 170,000 square feet of 
Coats hall clean and in order.
Humberto Arredondo began his job 
as a facilities attendant in march. he 
also works the night shift to ensure the 
building is in shape for routine use and 
many special events. 
Raegan King (’10) came to oU law in 
may as a development associate. prior 
to joining the oU law staff, she was on 
the staff of sooner Club, the fundraising 
arm of the oU athletics department.
Alan Haberman took on new 
responsibilities in the donald e. pray 
law library in march as a cataloging 
assistant. he has worked at oU law 
since 2010, previously serving as the 
evening circulation supervisor. 
Miranda Thomas became the evening 
circulation supervisor in the law library 
in april, after working there as an 
undergraduate for three years. her 
new responsibilities include supervising 
student employees and maintaining the 
faculty library and microfiche collection.
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a reception celebrating the years of service of stan evans (’03) and david poarch (’77) was held march 7 in the sneed lounge and Boren 
atrium. a large group of faculty, staff, students, friends and family gathered to honor the two former assistant deans.
 Retirement reception honors Evans and Poarch
david poarch and stan evans are flanked by the two men who held the position of dean of the oU College of law during their years as assistant deans — andy Coats, 
left, and Joe harroz, right. 
professors mary sue Backus and Cheryl wattley join stan and sandy evans for a photo. david poarch and his wife, Teana lewis, enjoy the celebration.
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during the break between the fall and spring semesters, two groups of students 
in the international human rights Clinic traveled to argentina and Zambia to 
investigate human rights protections. The students met with native peoples, 
government representatives and others to research how each country’s indigenous 
communities can be helped. They will submit reports of their findings to the United 
nations human rights Council.
Jayme Crosby, a 3l from Broken arrow, oklahoma, said she was excited about the 
opportunity to have a tangible impact on the lives of the people they researched 
in argentina. “i feel like the report we will be submitting could actually make a 
difference in these people's lives and potentially make some great changes in the 
way the country treats its citizens,” said Crosby. “some of these people don't have 
a voice, and our report may be the only way they will be heard by the human rights 
Council at the United nations.”
Trista wilson, a 3l from freedom, oklahoma, said her group was given the 
opportunity to meet with multiple non-governmental agencies and government officials to discuss real issues affecting the indigenous 
people of Zambia. “i valued learning how Zambians are addressing some of the issues troubling the country today,” she said. “it was 
amazing to see all the important work so many people are doing to address human rights in Zambia.”
women’s rights and the right to education were primary topics of a three-hour interactive forum when the ihrC students visited the 
University of Zambia law school. in speaking of their meeting with law students and faculty, Carol verbeek, a 2l from Tyler, Texas, said, 
“This was an especially unique experience because it gave us the chance to talk freely with young adults about the issues by which they 
were most affected.”
other clinic students who traveled to Zambia, in addition to wilson and verbeek, were gennie arvites and elizabeth wozobski. Cassidy 
Chew, shannon slagle and scott Cordell joined Crosby on the team that visited argentina.
 IHRC students travel to Zambia and Argentina
while in Zambia, ihrC students visited the University 
of Zambia law school in lusaka, Zambia, and met with 
students, professors and the dean to discuss human rights 
issues affecting the country. 
oU law’s ada lois sipuel fisher Chapter of the 
Black law students association hosted one 
of the regional conventions of the national 
organization february 8-12. approximately 100 
individuals from the 17 law schools in the region 
attended. fifty students from those schools 
participated in the frederick douglas moot 
Court Competition and Thurgood marshall 
mock Trial Competition, which were held in 
Coats hall. pictured at right, volunteer judges 
gather in the sneed lounge for orientation prior 
to the moot court competition.
 BLSA hosts regional covention
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The donald 
e. pray law 
library 
announced 
the addition 
of a new 
collection of 
materials to 
be known as 
the strickland 
Collection 
of law and 
popular 
Culture. The collection was established through the donation of 
law-related movie posters, lobby cards, pressbooks and other 
materials gathered over a 35-year period by professor rennard 
strickland, senior scholar in residence at the oU College of law. 
strickland's interest in motion pictures and the law is reflected 
in his writing as editor (with Teree foster and Taunya Banks) of 
Screening Justice: The Cinema of Law, published in 2006, and as 
author of Tonto’s Revenge, published in 1997 as the University 
of new mexico department of history horn lecture. strickland 
founded the University of oklahoma Center for native american 
law and policy, served as dean at various law schools and is widely 
recognized as a native america art collector, legal historian and 
authority on native american law.  
The collection’s posters and lobby cards depict scenes from movies 
dating from the early silents to the recent turn-of-the-century and 
reflect the portrayal of lawyers and law-related themes in popular 
culture. “The earliest poster in the collection is Traffic in Souls 
(1913), which is listed among the first crime dramas and includes 
a border of policemen,” stated strickland. “The Lady Objects 
(1937) is a poster from one of the screen's first portraits of a 'lady 
lawyer' when there were more of them on the screen than in 
the courtroom,” strickland continued. “an additional lawyer film 
represented in the collection is To Kill a Mockingbird (1962), based 
on the harper lee novel.” 
There are more than 200 movie posters and 1,000 lobby cards in 
the strickland Collection. in addition to being works of art, they 
offer students and scholars an opportunity to view legal history in 
an enjoyable format while promoting and encouraging reflections 
on more serious issues such as the civil rights movement and the 
gender balance in the legal profession.
 Library welcomes Strickland Collection
a lobby card promoting To Kill a Mockingbird (1962) is part 
of the strickland Collection of law and popular Culture.
a team of six students and their two coaches traveled to 
denver for the regional national Trial Competition february 
2-4. Unfortunately, a record-breaking snowstorm hit the area 
during that time and disrupted the competition. Twenty teams, 
representing seven states, made it to denver, but many of the 
volunteers who were to serve as judges and clients were not 
able to get to the event site and the competition schedule had 
to be adjusted.
at the conclusion of the competition, the oU law team was 
honored with the professionalism award. The award, voted 
upon by all teams in the competition, recognized the team that 
best exemplified the preparation and professional attitude of 
good trial attorneys. 
 Trial team wins professionalism award
honored with the professionalism award from the national Trial Competition are 
amy pepper, coach, allison hay, matt Brown, shayna feiler, sam newton, anden 
sharpe, paige hoster and mary ann roberts, coach.
Photo by Norman Party Pics
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first-year students kicked off 
their second semester of law 
school by attending Career 
development night on January 
19. The event, sponsored by 
Crowe & dunlevy and devon 
energy Corporation, was 
coordinated by the office 
of professional & Career 
development to expose 1ls 
to the various types of law 
practices, including corporate, 
law firm and governmental. 
dean Joe harroz opened the event, held in the dick Bell Courtroom, by emphasizing 
to the students that grades in law school, and particularly in their first year, are not 
determinative of their success. he reminded students that there are many paths to 
reaching their ultimate dream job and that professionals frequently change jobs 
throughout their career. he advised students to choose a career path and job based 
on their priorities, and to not be afraid to take risks in their career. 
The students then broke into three separate sessions focused on careers in 
corporate law, private law firms and in the government. speakers from devon 
energy Corporation, Crowe & dunlevy and the U.s. attorney’s office gave the 
students valuable insight into the many career paths that can lead to success in the 
legal profession. 
The event concluded with a reception where speakers and other attorneys were 
available to visit with students one-on-one about possible careers.
 Devon Energy Corporation and Crowe & Dunlevy 
sponsor Career Development Night
four guests from the University of san 
andrés in la paz, Bolivia, visited the oU 
College of law January 20 as part of 
a five-day event sponsored by the U.s. 
department of state and coordinated by 
the oklahoma City international visitors 
Council. The program, “native american 
Justice systems — a project for Bolivia,” 
was developed to broaden the participants’ 
vision of indian law in the United states by 
introducing them to various aspects of the 
justice system, focusing on the interrelation 
of federal and tribal law. while at oU 
law, they met with professors lindsay 
robertson and Taiawagi helton. robertson 
lectured at the University of san andres in 
July 2011.
 Bolivian guests visit 
College of Law
Bolivian guests visit the office of the Center for 
the study of american indian law and policy. 
pictured are alvaro Baca, oU law adjunct lecturer, 
nestor andres mamani machicado, reinaldo edwin 
Colmena sinka, luis marin Cuno huasco, gloria 
Castro luna and professor lindsay robertson. 
representing Crowe & dunlevy at Career development 
night are daniel Johnson (’05), Jessica perry (’09), Jennifer 
ivester Berry, morgan hager, drew palmer (’06) and adam 
Childers (’00).
sandy schovanec (’84), senior counsel with devon energy, talks with students anna imose, 
summer hanning and dylan erwin at the reception following Career development night.
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four oU law students were awarded scholarships by the rocky mountain 
mineral law foundation in recognition of their potential to make a significant 
contribution to the field of natural resources law. The students are frances 
agbebaku, austin Brewer, ensieh mohajeri and haley rader.
The oU students were four of 20 national recipients who received financial 
assistance for the 2012 spring semester. recipients are chosen based on academic 
and leadership ability as well as financial need. rmmlf is a collaborative 
educational nonprofit organization dedicated to the scholarly and practical study 
of natural resources law.
 OU Law students receive national scholarships
haley rader, austin Brewer, frances agbebaku and ensieh 
mohajeri received scholarships totaling $15,000 from the 
rocky mountain mineral law foundation.
first-year students put their books aside and devoted a saturday 
morning to learning the finer points of professionalism at a 
february 4 event sponsored by mcafee & Taft. Coordinated 
by the office of professional & Career development, 
professionalism day 2012 began with eric eissenstat (’83), senior 
vice president and general counsel of Continental resources, 
speaking to the students in the Bell Courtroom.
following eissenstat’s address, the students broke into groups 
and rotated through three presentations that provided 
information on professional conduct, business and dining 
etiquette, and professional dress. at the conclusion of the 
sessions, the students and presenters enjoyed lunch in the 
Boren atrium.
 McAfee & Taft sponsors Professionalism Day
ashley Burget, alison patel (’06), richard nix (’85), ron shinn (’02), Jared 
Burden, Charla echohawk and Judy Cross with mcafee & Taft participated in 
professionalism day.
The team of Jessica Cory 
and Brandee raney placed 
third in the american Bar 
association section of 
Taxation 11th annual law 
student Tax Challenge held 
in san diego february 16-18. 
an alternative to traditional 
moot court competitions, 
this national competition, 
which included more than 
90 teams in the J.d. division, 
required two-person teams 
of students to solve a 
cutting-edge and complex 
business problem that might arise in everyday tax practice.
in addition to receiving plaques recognizing their national 
achievement, each student received a monetary award, 
free membership in the aBa Tax section for a year after 
graduation, and free meeting registrations for a year. professor 
Jonathan B. forman served as the team’s coach.
 Tax Challenge team succeeds in national 
competition
Brandee raney and Jessica Cory, 
shown here with assistant dean 
michael scaperlanda, receive plaques 
commemorating their success in the 
national competition.
Photo by Norman Party Pics
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students for access to Justice sponsored the University of oklahoma College of law pro Bono and public interest Career fair 
february 21. The saTJ event provided students with the opportunity to meet with representatives from organizations seeking 
student volunteers for summer work and law graduates for full-time positions. 
Thirteen employers from oklahoma and Texas met with students at stations set up in the hallways surrounding the kerr student 
lounge. employers participating in the event included nonprofits and governmental and military organizations. 
 SATJ brings placement opportunities to students
deputy secretary of energy Jay albert (’10) discussed oklahoma’s first energy plan as part of 
the student Bar association’s leadership series. The sBa partnered with the environmental 
law society, energy resources law student association and office of professional and Career 
development to present the february 22 event. 
albert was a principal author and architect of the state energy plan, which was unveiled last 
summer. The plan was developed to help foster economic development, transition transportation 
fuels, optimize existing energy systems and position oklahoma as one of the nation’s energy 
leaders and innovators. albert discussed the significance of the plan and how the energy 
marketplace is changing for the state’s future lawyers and public servants.
The leadership series was launched at the beginning of this academic year to help develop 
leadership and service at the College of law. other leadership series speakers include oklahoma 
supreme Court Chief Justice steven Taylor, oU law dean Joe harroz, american fidelity foundation 
president Tom mcdaniel, oU law dean emeritus andy Coats, former lt. governor Jari askins, former Judge reta strubhar and Judge 
Jerome holmes, 10th Circuit Court of appeals.
 State official discusses Oklahoma energy plan
leah roper learns about opportunities available for 
law students at the equal employment opportunity 
Commission.
eli pierce talks with a representative from the U.s. marine Corps about the marine 
Jag Corps
professor emily meazell speaks with 
Jay albert following his presentation.
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ada lois sipuel fisher’s struggle to gain admittance to the 
University of oklahoma College of law was the focus of the play 
“i’ll do it!” performed by the Black law students association 
february 23 at the oklahoma Judicial Center in oklahoma City 
and february 26 at langston University. The play was written by 
Cheryl wattley, professor and director of the oU legal Clinic.
“The play is called ‘i’ll do it!’ because ada lois sipuel possessed 
the courage, focus and determination to be willing to tackle 
the entrenched system of segregation at the University of 
oklahoma,” wattley said. “her bravery and steadfast resolve 
opened the doors, not just of the University of oklahoma, but 
of academic institutions across this nation.”
 BLSA presents “I’ll Do It!” during Black History Month
during the fourth and final act of the play, ada lois sipuel fisher, portrayed by 
reonna green, sits in her law school class separated from her white classmates. 
in the background are kelly Ude, Courtney hilliard and nathan williamson, who 
served as readers for this act.
College and high school 
students interested in 
pursuing a legal education 
attended diversity day 
march 2 to learn more 
about the admission 
process and to experience 
a day in the life of a 
student at the University of 
oklahoma College of law.
students and professors 
offered advice about 
applying to law school, 
preparing for entrance exams and paying for law school with scholarships 
and financial aid. The program also included information about student 
organizations, a mock classroom session, a tour of the law school, and a 
discussion about career options and the state of the profession in oklahoma.
“diversity day is a fun and informative event where high school and 
undergraduate students learn more about oU law and the process of 
applying to law school,” said assistant dean scott palk. “we welcome 
prospective students year-round, not just during events like diversity day. 
admissions staff members are always available to lead tours and answer 
questions.”
 Diversity Day reaches out to potential applicants
stan evans, former assistant dean, talks about law school 
with oU undergraduate Tyeshia waters during lunch at 
diversity day.
The oU College of law joined with four 
other groups march 3 to present native 
american pre-law day at the University 
of Tulsa College of law. native american 
college and high school students attended 
the event, co-sponsored by oU law, the law 
school admissions Council, discoverlaw.org, 
oklahoma City University school of law and 
the University of Tulsa College of law.
attendees learned how to prepare for 
law school. native american attorneys 
discussed their backgrounds and careers, 
law school representatives provided 
information about the law school 
admissions process and how to finance a 
legal education, and law students talked 
about the law school experience. 
 OU Law co-sponsors Native  
American Pre-Law Day 
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Three host organizations — the American Indian Law Review, the student Bar association and native american studies at the 
University of oklahoma — brought together some of the nation’s leading minds for the sovereignty & identity symposium 
on march 1. The event focused on the diverse nature of native and indigenous peoples, specifically highlighting the issues 
surrounding tribal membership criteria.
Twenty speakers at the daylong event discussed 
native american culture and the changing 
legal and academic landscapes facing tribes 
today. morning sessions focused on how the 
study of native american culture, citizenship 
and history can promote sovereignty. 
afternoon speakers discussed legal issues 
related to tribal membership criteria, including 
an analysis of the Cherokee freedmen 
controversy. symposium participants also had 
the opportunity to view native american art 
currently on display at the College of law and 
a series of short films by the dead Center film 
festival.
 Groups collaborate to present Sovereignty & Identity Symposium
professor Taiawagi helton speaks about contemporary perspectives on tribal membership in an 
afternoon session of the sovereignty & identity symposium.
Certified therapy dogs, provided by the 
organization a new leash on life, visited oU law 
for two weeks around finals to provide students 
an opportunity to relax and enjoy the canines' 
company. The service was provided at no cost to 
the College of law or the students who interacted 
with the dogs. Brooke Churchman, a first-year 
student, gets to know Jack, a labrador retriever 
owned by michelle Traw.
Photo by Steve Sisney, Copyright 2012, The Oklahoman
 Therapy dogs relieve students’ stress
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The oklahoma City law firm of goolsby, proctor, heefner & gibbs hosted 
a large networking event for the 1l and 2l classes march 8 at Bricktown 
Brewery in oklahoma City. more than 50 small to mid-size firms were 
invited to share their knowledge of practicing various areas of law with the 
students. 
 Goolsby, Proctor, Heefner & Gibbs host event for 1Ls and 2Ls 
by paige hoster, Class of 2013
for the second year in a row, the organization for the 
advancement of women in law teamed up with the Center 
for Children and families inc. to host girl power on march 9 
at the oU College of law. as part of CCfi’s “neighborhood 
Centers” initiative, girl power is a special program designed to 
help girls who may lack strong, female role models in their lives 
to navigate the challenges of middle school. now, once a year, 
the girls come to the law school to engage in fun games and 
learning activities. 
The evening began with 2l megan Thompson leading the group 
in some challenging icebreaker games. 
a tour of the law school was next. The first stop for my group 
was the law library. The phillip’s Courtroom was our next stop 
and their favorite part of the tour. after the 
tour, it was time for a delicious dinner of pasta, 
bread and salad. 
The last and most important activity of the 
event took place in the Bell Courtroom. we led 
them through an activity, “no vehicles in the 
park.” while the concept of playing a game 
that hinges on statutory interpretation sounds 
boring to us, the girls loved it. we initially 
sat down to discuss the statute and then 
proceeded to some fact patterns. The answers 
the girls gave were astounding. They were 
thinking like lawyers without even knowing it.
and then the games began. some girls put on robes and 
became judges. others raised their hands high in the air to be 
picked as counsel. with the help of oawl members, the girls 
gave their arguments. The panel of judges deliberated and 
delivered their verdict. after five or six rounds, every girl had 
participated and it was time for the evening to conclude.
This event has become so important to the members of oawl. 
girl power is the event where girls learn that they can be 
anything they want to be, including lawyers. it’s a way to 
encourage girls in our community to dream big.
 OAWL hosts event for local girls
oawl members paige hoster, megan hensley and Joy Tate serve dinner to the girls who visited oU 
law for the girl power event.
second-year student Chris Turner talks with david proctor (’90), 
whose firm hosted the gathering.
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Judge Jerome holmes of the 10th Circuit 
Court of appeals discussed public service 
march 27 as part of the student Bar 
association’s law week celebration. The 
presentation was the final installment of 
the student Bar association leadership 
series. pictured before the event are Camal 
pennington, Jeff riles, Judge holmes and 
dean Joe harroz.
wayne alley, oU law jurist in residence, 
enjoys a box lunch while listening to the 
presentation by Judge holmes, his former  
law clerk.
 SBA Leadership Series presents 
Judge Holmes by nikki Cuenca, oU law editorial intern 
hectic schedules didn’t stop 
law students from coming 
out march 29 to plant trees 
on the north side of Coats 
hall in celebration of arbor 
day and law week. even 
though several students had 
moot court immediately after 
the planting, their suits, ties 
and pencil skirts didn’t keep 
them from helping the cause. 
oU has celebrated arbor day 
for years with annual tree 
plantings campus-wide, but 
this is the first year law students have planted trees outside of the law school.
incoming student Bar association president Camal pennington said he loves 
seeing the students come together to build camaraderie. he said he participated 
because of his love and passion for oU and the law school.
“lawyers are required to do pro-bono work,” he explained. “Community service 
not only helps us in law school, but also in life overall.”
first-year student andy dark believes it’s really important for the student body to 
come together outside the classroom for community service.
“it’s cool that we can change the appearance of our campus to make it more 
beautiful,” dark said. “i want to be able to come back 20 years from now with 
my kids to see what i was a part of.”
 Suits planting roots for Arbor Day
in observation of arbor day, students haley sperry, rachel 
smith, katie langwell, ally simon, Todd lockard and andy 
dark work to plant one of three linden trees that were 
placed outside the Timberdell entrance to Coats hall. 
law Week 2012
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The event traditionally known 
as gridiron, referred to by 
some as “law prom,” marks 
the beginning of the end 
of the spring semester. it 
provides one last chance to 
party with faculty, friends 
and classmates before getting 
down to the business of 
finals preparation. This year, 
gridiron capped off law 
week 2012 and was held march 31 in the molly shi Boren Ballroom of oklahoma 
memorial Union. a seated dinner was followed by dancing to the sounds of the 
musical group my so Called Band.
 Students enjoy Gridiron as semester winds down
mehronissa modgil and Camal pennington
ashley nguyen and keith needham
mary huckabee, Janavi folmsbee, Christopher 
folmsbee and dhruva mahimtura
professor darin fox, sandy evans and stan evans, 
former assistant dean
Tiffany spencer, anne sickles and haley rader
The kerr student lounge is filled with  
third-year students, faculty and staff 
enjoying dinner at the 3l night of 
appreciation march 28.
professor katheleen guzman talks with 
students as they fill their plates at the 
buffet line.
 3L Night of Appreciation 
honors Class of 2012
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students had the opportunity to meet the 
energy industry at an event coordinated by the 
office of professional and Career development 
on april 4 at Bricktown Brewery in oklahoma 
City. anadarko petroleum Corporation, which 
has sponsored the event in past years, was 
joined by Chesapeake energy Corporation, 
Continental resources and devon energy 
Corporation as hosts of the event. more than 
100 attorneys, landmen and students gathered 
to discuss careers and current events in the 
energy industry. 
dean Joe harroz spoke of the corporate 
energy sponsors’ contributions to oU law through scholarships, internships 
and job offerings. he reported more than 10 percent of oU law graduates are 
entering careers directly in the energy industry, and the school expects that 
number to continue to grow. 
The College of law now offers six specialized energy-related courses and is 
completing its first year of offering the John B. Turner ll.m. program, extending 
the school’s longstanding history of excellence and expertise in energy law, 
natural resources law and indigenous peoples law. 
oU law is grateful to the corporate sponsors, attorneys and landmen who chose 
to attend this wonderful event and share their expertise of the industry with 
current students.
 OPCD event encourages networking with energy industry
Third-year student Tyson meek talks with leslie smith 
(’08), of anadarko petroleum Corporation, and scott palk, 
assistant dean for students.
eric eissenstat, general counsel of 
Continental resources, and lyndon 
Taylor, general counsel of devon 
energy Corporation, at the oklahoma 
City networking reception.
students Charles knutter and alyssa fugit meet fred gipson 
(’90) and Jonice meziere (’05) with Chesapeake energy 
Corporation.
Judge Charles Johnson (’55), oklahoma Court of Criminal appeals, was the guest 
speaker at the Oklahoma Law Review 2012 honors Banquet on april 4. The event 
began in the Bell Courtroom, where Johnson spoke about the judicial system. 
following his address, awards were presented to students for their work on 
olr. The gene h. and Jo ann sharp Oklahoma Law Review awards were given 
to emily stoner, katherine warren, scott delaney, Tiffanie Choate and amanda 
pennington.
Table sponsors for the event were Chesapeake energy Corporation; fellers, snider, 
Blankenship, Bailey & Tippens pC; hartzog Conger Cason & neville; and newton, 
o’Connor, Turner & ketchum pC. The banquet sponsor was gablegotwals.
 OLR closes year with honors banquet
sean wagner, OLR executive articles editor; guest speaker 
Judge Charles Johnson (’55), oklahoma Court of Criminal 
appeals; and michael furlong, OLR editor-in-chief, pause 
for a photo following Johnson’s presentation.
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fort worth City Councilman Joel Burns spoke 
april 5 in the dick Bell Courtroom about 
bullying, teen suicide and his experience being 
an openly gay elected official. 
in october 2010, Burns received national and 
international media attention after speaking 
at a council meeting about the issue of suicide 
among lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered 
youth. Burns shared his own experience as a 
13-year-old boy facing bullying while growing 
up in Texas. he has been a guest on npr’s “all 
Things Considered,” nBC’s “Today” show and 
“The ellen degeneres show.” his speech has 
had more than 2.5 million views on youTube. 
“Councilman Burns’ message is powerful and 
poignant,” said Jeff riles, president of the 
student Bar association. 
“he especially has a heart for the norman 
family of Zach harrington — who tragically 
took his life last year — so his visit is local and personal,” said Taleri wright, president of United students. 
The presentation, made possible by the generous support of oU law alumni don howerton (’97) and richard ogden (‘89), was 
organized by the oU law student organization United students to support its mission to raise awareness about equality issues. 
United students also partnered with the american Civil liberties Union of oklahoma, oklahomans for equality, The equality 
network, Cimarron alliance, mothers of many, oU glBTf and the student Bar association to sponsor the event.
 United Students hosts Fort Worth city councilman
guest speaker Joel Burns is joined by Taleri wright, United students president; Jeff riles, student Bar 
association president; and don howerton, co-sponsor and alumnus from san francisco.
The oklahoma Criminal defense lawyers association and 
oU law hosted a reception may 8 to honor the memory 
of Cindy foley and commemorate her winning the 2010 
oCdla lord erskine award for excellence in criminal 
defense achievements. a replica of her award was presented 
to the oU legal Clinic and will remain on display in Coats 
hall. pictured are Tim laughlin, 2012 oCdla president, John 
foley and Cheryl wattley, director of clinical education.
 OCDLA joins OU Law in honoring Foley
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University of oklahoma College of law dean Joe harroz signed 
an agreement with the inter-american Court of human rights, 
an autonomous judicial institution of the inter-american system 
for the protection of human rights. alvaro Baca, director of the 
international human rights Clinic at oU law, led the initiative 
to form an agreement. oU law is one of five law schools in the 
nation to enter into such an arrangement.
The agreement outlines ways in which the two organizations 
will coordinate efforts to strengthen their relationship, 
deepen knowledge of the law and publicize the international 
instruments for the promotion and defense of human rights. 
The agreement notes oU law and the inter-american Court of 
human rights may collaborate on training programs, seminars, 
publications, internships and more.
“working with the inter-american Court of human rights will 
open opportunities for many people in both organizations,” 
harroz said. “oU law students and faculty will be able to 
participate in meaningful dialogue and projects focused on 
human rights in the americas, while those with the Court of 
human rights will have access to our research and resources.” 
The agreement builds upon oU law’s current relationship 
with the inter-american system. oU law currently offers an 
externship at the inter-american Commission on human rights 
in washington, d.C., another institution of the inter-american 
system. Third-year law student ryan frazier participated in this 
externship during the fall 2011 semester, working primarily for 
the rapporteurship on the rights of indigenous peoples.
 OU Law enters into agreement with Inter-American Court of Human Rights
while surrounded by works of art, the 2011-2012 members of 
the American Indian Law Review attended the annual banquet 
april 5 at the fred Jones Jr. museum of art. following a 
reception and dinner, keynote speaker g. Calvin sharpe (’85), 
president of the board of directors of red earth inc., spoke 
about the nonprofit and its annual cultural event, the red earth 
festival.
graduating members of the AILR were recognized for their 
contributions by mary huckabee, outgoing editor-in-chief. 
paige hoster then introduced the incoming editorial board. 
law firms sponsoring the event were Crowe & dunlevy; fellers, 
snider, Blankenship, Bailey & Tippens; gablegotwals; hall, estill, 
hardwick, gable, golden & nelson pC; mcafee & Taft; and 
pitchlynn & williams.
 AILR holds annual banquet in museum of art
alvaro Baca, director of the international human rights clinic, and lindsay 
robertson, associate director of the inter-american Center for law and Culture, 
watch as dean Joe harroz signs the agreement with the inter-american Court of 
human rights.
The members of the 2011-2012 AILR staff and advisers gather for a photo at the 
conclusion of the banquet.
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a man whose distinguished legal career has integrated private 
practice and public service was featured in the 2012 henry 
lecture series held april 6 at the oU College of law. frederick 
a.o. “fritz” schwarz, Jr., chief counsel of the Brennan Center 
for Justice at new york University school of law, spoke to a 
lunchtime crowd of students, faculty, staff and guests. his 
lecture was titled “Citizen access to government information: 
an essential element of democracy and liberty.”
schwarz earned his undergraduate and law degrees from 
harvard. in 1963, he joined the firm of Cravath, swaine & 
moore llp in its new york City office and retired from there 
in 2001, being named senior counsel in 2002. in addition to 
his litigation practice as a partner of the firm, schwarz served 
extensively in the nonprofit and government sectors. 
his work as chief counsel to the U.s. senate select Committee 
to study governmental activities with respect to intelligence 
activities, also known as the Church Committee, provided him 
with a unique perspective regarding government secrecy. The 
committee, which schwarz described as “remarkably non-
partisan,” uncovered decades of abuse of power by intelligence 
agencies that had been kept secret through six presidencies. 
The american democracy, schwarz said, grew from the seed of 
openness. in its early days, the government strove to increase 
citizen knowledge. The postal service was the biggest part of 
the new government and as it grew, newspapers proliferated 
and citizens were kept informed.
This aura of openness continued into the 20th century, as did 
the growth of governmental bureaucracy, schwarz explained. 
Through a turn of events, chief among them, the bombing of 
pearl harbor, fear caused a shift from openness to secrecy.
schwarz drew a distinction between legitimate secrecy and 
illegitimate secrecy. in his opinion, “far too much government 
information is kept secret. much more is classified than is 
necessary and kept so for too long.”
in conclusion, schwarz said, “The Church Committee 
proclaimed the belief that we must remain a country to confront 
our mistakes and not repeat them. The United states must not 
adopt the tactics of our enemies. our strength is lessened each 
time we do.”
 Henry Lecture Series speaker addresses government secrecy
frederick a.o. “fritz” schwarz speaks about government secrecy during his 
address, the 10th in the henry lecture series.
fritz schwarz (center) holds the stone 
carving presented to him by the 
College of law. standing with him 
(left to right) are dean Joe harroz; 
Judge gary lumpkin, oklahoma 
Court of Criminal appeals; Justice 
yvonne kauger, oklahoma supreme 
Court; and robert henry, president of 
oklahoma City University.
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dedication and hard work paid off for students recognized april 20 at awards day 2012. They were honored individually and in 
groups for accomplishments including achieving academic success, participating in the competitions program and exhibiting promise 
in specialty areas. The event, held in the dick Bell Courtroom, was preceded by an announcement of a gift of $500,000 to endow an 
annual $25,000 scholarship to honor 1928 oU law graduate aubrey m. kerr, sr. (awards day photos are on pages 77-80.)
 Awards Day recognizes students’ accomplishments
sooner l aw yer
volunteers who provided more than 25 hours of law-related pro bono service in a year were 
recognized by students for access to Justice at the annual pro Bono awards reception april 19. 
ninety-nine students, faculty and staff were honored at the event.
deborah reheard, immediate past president of the oklahoma Bar association and executive 
director of pros 4 vets, was the special guest speaker. also speaking to the group gathered in the 
sneed lounge was reggie whitten (’80), co-founder of the nonprofit organization that provides 
professional services to soldiers, veterans and their families.
in addition to recognizing individuals for their pro bono service, the names of students receiving 
summer fellowships for public interest work, worth more than $20,000, were announced. among 
the students named were the first recipients of the david l. Boren and molly shi Boren public 
service fellowship.
 SATJ recognizes pro bono service
students, faculty and guests gathered in the sneed lounge 
april 18 for the OKJOLT honors Banquet. The Oklahoma Journal 
of Law and Technology, published exclusively in an electronic 
format to provide timely scholarship on the topic of technology 
law, is produced by students. 
The 2011-2012 editorial board published six articles on topics 
that included discussions of posthumous reproduction, internet 
sales tax, trademark infringement in the fashion industry, criminal 
procedure and first amendment controversies. 
all students who worked on the publication were awarded 
certificates recognizing their service. special awards were 
presented to Jessica Cory for the Best Comment and nicollete 
Brandt-leigh for the Best note.
 OKJOLT banquet recognizes members 
guest speaker deborah reheard talks 
about her work with pros 4 vets.
The okJolT 2011-2012 editorial board members pictured are michael waters, 
editorial adviser; shivan mehta, chief topic and articles editor; Christopher 
murray, editor-in-chief; Josh smith, managing editor; Jeffrey Cartmell, business 
manager; and professor drew kershen, faculty adviser.
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an afternoon reception for 2012 graduates and their families was hosted by the College of law on may 11 prior to the university-wide 
Commencement later that evening. The event provided a relaxed atmosphere in which the soon-to-be-graduates could celebrate with 
family, friends, faculty and staff.
Photos by Norman Party Pics
 Class of 2012 celebrates at reception
may 2012 graduates kimberly self and alicia williams enjoy the reception with 
self’s son, Truman.
Jessica speegle (left) welcomes her sister, Brittani 
speegle, to the reception at Coats hall.
khalid ali celebrates his upcoming graduation with samirah mohamad (left), his 
sister-in-law, and Zayneb mohamad  ali (right), his wife.
lizzie  wozobski, Bette wozobski, emily wozobski and wynn wozobski take part 
in the reception prior to Commencement.
Joelle fehlauer-moaning (right) attends the reception honoring her graduating 
class with ruth moaning, her sister-in-law, and girma moaning, her husband.
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at the 2012 oU law Convocation, 191 
students celebrated earning their juris doctor 
degrees, while seven students graduated from 
the first-ever John B. Turner ll.m. program. 
The event was held may 12 at the Civic Center 
in downtown oklahoma City with thousands 
of friends and family members in attendance.
Class president mitch mcCuistian and dean 
Joe harroz addressed the class, and the 
Convocation address was given by 1977 oU 
law alumnus and lyondellBasell Ceo Jim 
gallogly. lyondellBasell is one of the world’s 
largest plastics, chemicals and refining 
companies. gallogly spoke about his time in 
law school and the rewarding career path that 
followed. most importantly, he shared the 
many life lessons he learned along the way.
Photos by Norman Party Pics
 OU Law graduates 198 students
assistant dean emily meazell places the hood 
representing the juris doctor degree on Jeff riles. he 
received the Student Bar Association Award that 
recognizes the graduating student who has rendered 
the most valuable and significant service to the student 
body.
dean Joe harroz congratulates nathan williamson, the recipient of the Joseph F. Rarick Award. The award 
recognizes a student who has made a significant contribution to the College of law but has not received 
other substantial awards or recognition and therefore, has not received his “just deserts,” a phrase often 
used by the former oU law professor for whom it is named.
Jim gallogly (’77), Convocation speaker, talks with dean Joe harroz prior to the processional into the 
auditorium.
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Jessica kudryk stands with family members Cyndi mabon kudryk and laura 
kudryk schmult following Convocation, where she received the Professional 
Responsibility Award. her classmates voted her as the person who most clearly 
exemplifies the spirit and attitude of professional responsibility and leadership.
professor Joe Thai hoods daniel moskowitz.
new oU law graduates Tom hornbeek, greg Brown and Jered davidson visit 
following the ceremony.
dean Joe harroz commends amy lewis, who was awarded the Nathan Scarritt 
Prize, a gold medal presented to the student with the highest academic record 
at the end of five semesters of law school. The award was originally provided by 
a College of law alumnus, for whom it is named, and is now presented in his 
memory by his sons.
dean Joe harroz stands with mary huckabee, recipient of the Joel Jankowsky 
Award that recognizes a member of the graduating class whose leadership, 
scholarship and selfless service to others exemplifies a standard of overall 
excellence. The award was established by Julian rothbaum, Tulsa, oklahoma, to 
honor his stepson and admired friend, Joel Jankowski.
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Study abroad progr amS: 
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study abroad programs can be transformational experiences. 
Benefits of studying abroad can include expanding worldviews, 
changing perspectives and increasing self-reliance. 
since 1974, oU law students have been traveling to england 
to study at oxford University during the five-week program 
sponsored by the College of law. hundreds of students have 
had life-changing experiences through study, travel and 
camaraderie while participating in the oxford summer program. 
This year oU law launched a new study abroad experience, the 
Chinese law summer program. nine students participated in the 
inaugural year for the program hosted by renmin University of 
China law school in Beijing.
Two members of the Class of 2012 took the study abroad 
concept beyond the boundaries of a summer study program. 
Tim Bunson and Josh locket studied in lucerne, switzerland, 
for an entire semester, and they took along their families for 
the adventure. Below are accounts of some of their experiences 
from the 2011 fall semester.
a dream come true
by Tim Bunson, Class of 2012
i wanted to study abroad from the time i enrolled at the oU 
College of law. finally, the opportunity to study in lucerne, 
switzerland, became available during the first semester of my 
third year and i could not pass it up. To get to experience new 
cultures and see new parts of the world while studying law from 
a unique perspective was, in every sense of the phrase, “an 
opportunity of a lifetime.”
i commenced my exchange experience with two goals: to 
enhance my legal education with an international perspective 
and build lasting connections with new people from around 
the world. i achieved both of my goals and more. in addition to 
these achievements, the fact that i was able to include my family 
and have them experience different parts of the world for such 
an extended time period made the journey that much more 
extraordinary. 
learning law from a genuinely international perspective was an 
amazing experience. i appreciated getting an understanding of 
how the rest of the world views some of the laws and concepts 
that we, as american law students, take for granted as being 
customary. realizing some of our laws and perspectives are not 
universally accepted was quite eye-opening. many discussions in 
and out of the classroom were open and enlightening.
as for the connections with the other students, i will be 
forever grateful for the friendships i made during the exchange 
program. each person i met during this experience left a distinct 
impression on me and my family that will last a lifetime and 
bring us joy each time we think about them. we walked away 
from this journey with friends from australia, germany, sweden, 
england, switzerland and beyond. 
The relationships created were the best thing to come out of the 
exchange. from friendly dinners to excursions to chocolate and 
cheese factories to sitting in a park sharing a meat and cheese 
lunch — there will never be another experience like this. we 
saw a lot of europe, but many of the encounters that left the 
greatest impressions were the ones we experienced with friends 
in the beautiful country of switzerland. a dear friend from 
australia said it best when she said, “only on exchange can 
you be sitting in an irish pub in luzern, switzerland, watching 
an english premier league football match, with an american, 
australians, swedes, germans and Canadians.”
The Bunson family, Tim, gabby and suzan, stand next to the lucerne Chapel 
Bridge, a foot bridge that spans the reuss river. it is the oldest wooden covered 
bridge in europe and contains interior paintings dating back to the 17th century.
Third-year oU law students Tim Bunson, second from left, and Josh lockett, 
fourth from left, enjoy a bubbling foot soak with fellow exchange students 
following a long barefoot nature hike designed to provide a foot massage. as 
part of the event welcoming exchange students, the hike (called the Tickle Trail) 
was “just painful,” according to Bunson, and “the foot soak felt amazing with 
the bubbles.”
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The exchange experience and integration into swiss german 
society was made as seamless and enjoyable as possible, in large 
part, because of my wonderful mentor and her family. They 
gave us some of the most authentic swiss experiences we had 
during our time abroad. They showed us parts of switzerland 
only the locals would know about, and they treated us like 
family from the time they picked us up at the airport to the time 
they dropped us off. 
i highly recommend study abroad to all law students. it gives 
you an opportunity to study law from a new perspective, lets 
you immerse yourself in different cultures and provides you 
experiences you will forever remember.
Our path to studying abroad  
in Switzerland
By autumn lockett, oU law admissions counselor and wife of 
Josh lockett, Class of 2012
our decision to study abroad in lucerne, switzerland, began 
with roasted marshmallows — like so many big life decisions do. 
Josh, my husband who is now a 3l, met Jennifer, a law student 
from the University of lucerne, in one of his classes. she was 
visiting oU law for the 2010 fall semester, around the same 
time we were beginning to think about studying abroad. 
we invited her over for a traditional american dinner and were 
captivated by her descriptions of switzerland. she talked about 
the mountains and glacial lakes, a slower pace of life, quick 
access to nearby countries by train and, of course, chocolate. 
Jennifer offered us a box of swiss chocolate as thanks for 
the evening, and our daughter, ava, insisted on melting 
the chocolates into s’mores. as we stood around the flame 
watching the puffy marshmallows caramelize into delicious goo, 
Josh and i exchanged a glance. he had a determined gleam in 
his eye — a look i hadn’t seen since he decided to attend the 
University of oklahoma College of law. within a week, we 
applied for our passports and began talking with the study 
abroad office on oU’s main campus about our plans to travel to 
switzerland.
on september 12, 2011, Josh flew to switzerland to begin a 
german language course. while his classes would be taught in 
english, our everyday interactions would be in swiss german. 
on september 22, ava and i joined him in a land more beautiful 
than i ever imagined. Clouds hung low in the mornings, but 
each afternoon the sun would prevail and peek over the alps, 
highlighting the crystal-blue snow melt of lake lucerne.
we quickly adjusted to a lifestyle of walking everywhere. The 
entire city of lucerne is 15.8 square miles. (for comparison 
norman, oklahoma, is 184.9 square miles.) we traversed the 
city daily, walking to the grocery store, tourist shops, farmers 
markets, boutiques and the famous Chapel Bridge. Josh walked 
to and from school each day. There was no reason to feel guilty 
The Bunsons and the locketts, with lockett family friend, Cole randall, stand on 
the street below the flats they called their homes for the semester.
Josh, holding ava, and Tim, with gabby, stand in front of the building where the 
men attended class at the University of lucerne.
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for eating our weight in cheese and chocolate, because we 
walked everywhere.
another aspect of swiss living that took some adjustment was 
the recycling system. while we consider ourselves “green” at 
home in norman, nothing quite prepares you for the swiss 
expectations. They do not kid around about trash. we were 
required by law to recycle. if we threw away items that could 
have been recycled we would be fined. paper, cardboard and 
compost were collected on our doorstep. we took glass and 
aluminum to bins at the park, and all plastic went to another bin 
at the grocery store. ava thought it was great fun to sort the 
glass by color and listen for the satisfying crash when the bottle 
hit the bottom of the bin.
glass recycling was not allowed on sundays, as it was too 
noisy. sundays are quiet by law in switzerland. no vacuuming, 
mowing, music playing with open windows or large groups of 
friends at your house unless all of your neighbors say it’s ok. 
at first we laughed about the “silent sundays,” but we grew 
to love them. The already-slower pace of life ground to a near 
stop on sundays. stores were closed and people spent time with 
family while resting up for the coming week. The gift of lazy 
sundays is at the top of our list of things most-missed about 
switzerland now that we’ve returned home.
autumn, ava and Josh locket stand at the top of pilatus, a mountain near lucerne. 
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professors owen anderson and Taiawagi helton were 
recognized at the faculty Tribute, a university-wide faculty 
awards ceremony, on april 5.
anderson was named a george lynn Cross research professor, 
the highest research honor a faculty member may receive from 
oU. To qualify for a george lynn Cross research professorship, 
a faculty member must have demonstrated outstanding 
leadership over a period of years in his or her field of learning or 
creative activity and been recognized by peers for distinguished 
contributions to knowledge or distinguished creative work.
“oU law is one of the great public law schools in the nation 
with outstanding faculty,” oU law dean Joe harroz said. “with 
extensive international experience and accolades, professor 
anderson was selected from 1,500 oU faculty members to 
receive the george lynn Cross research professorship. This 
award puts professor anderson among the ranks of fred miller, 
frank elkouri, eugene kuntz and maurice merrill – four of the 
legendary oU law faculty members who previously received this 
prestigious award.”
helton received the regents’ award for superior Teaching, 
which was established in 1963. This award recognizes superior 
accomplishment in specific areas such as teaching, research, 
creative activity and professional and university service.
“professor helton has helped shape our native american law 
program into one of the top programs in the country,” harroz 
said. “his work both inside and outside of the classroom makes 
him an exceptional teacher. we couldn’t be more proud of 
professor helton and professor anderson.”
anderson is the eugene kuntz Chair of law in oil, gas and 
natural resources and director of the John B. Turner ll.m. 
program in energy, natural resources & indigenous peoples law 
at oU law. he teaches various oil and gas law courses at oU, 
including international petroleum Transactions. he also regularly 
teaches at the University of Texas and at other universities on six 
continents. in 2011, he received the Clyde o. martz award for 
excellence in Teaching from the rocky mountain mineral law 
foundation. anderson has authored numerous articles on oil 
and gas law and serves on the board of editors for the Oil and 
Gas Reporter and the Texas Title Standards.
helton joined the faculty in 2001 and teaches environmental 
law, property, native american natural resources and federal 
indian law. he is a faculty director for the Center for the study 
of american indian law and policy. his research emphasizes 
environmental and natural resources issues relating to native 
americans, as well as nation building in indian country. he has 
served as a special Justice for the Cheyenne and arapaho Tribes 
supreme Court (2004-2008) and as a member of the Board of 
directors of oklahoma indian legal services.
 Anderson and Helton honored by university
Faculty changes
Faculty honors
Michael Scaperlanda assumed the role of associate dean for academic affairs and associate director 
of the law Center may 14. in addition, he was named director of the department of legal assistant 
education. scaperlanda joined oU law in 1989 and has provided extensive academic support service 
in a variety of capacities, including special assistant to the university president, faculty fellow in the 
norman provost’s office and associate dean for research. he holds the gene and elaine edwards family 
Chair in law and teaches Constitutional law, immigration law, Jurisprudence seminar and professional 
responsibility.
 New Title
owen anderson Taiawagi helton
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professor srividhya ragavan worked on a fulbright grant with the 
national law school of india University in Bangalore, india, during 
the spring semester and a portion of the summer.
The nlsiU is the highest ranked law school in the country 
and admits students into its five-year integrated law program 
based on an admissions test. in addition to teaching classes on 
intellectual property issues, particularly relating to international 
trade and sustainable development, ragavan worked to assist 
the nlsiU to strengthen its intellectual property programs 
including curriculum and outreach. ragavan also worked with 
the University of washington at seattle to educate indian 
intellectual property professors on new perspectives in teaching 
intellectual property rights.
“india is a relatively new member to the world Trade organization 
and continues to work on the process of establishing a vibrant 
intellectual property regime,” ragavan said. “as the transition 
continues, indian universities are seeking out experts in 
intellectual property rights with awareness of third-world issues.
ragavan’s previous time spent working and living in india 
brought opportunities for oU law. “during the tenure of dean 
Coats, i assisted in the law school signing a memorandum of 
Understanding with the nlsiU as well as the national academy 
of legal studies and research, hyderabad. i am hopeful that 
my current tenure in india will result in additional long-term 
collaborations,” she said.
at oU law, ragavan teaches intellectual property survey, patent 
law, Trademarks law and international intellectual property 
law. ragavan has spoken at numerous conferences and is 
well-published in and on india. she is authoring a book titled 
Patents and Trade Disparities in Developing Countries, which will 
be published by the oxford University press in the fall. ragavan 
continues to be an active member of the various intellectual 
property communities and organizations in the United states as 
well as in india.
established in 1946, the fulbright program serves as a vehicle 
for promoting mutual understanding between the people of 
the United states and the people of other countries. fulbright 
alumni include nobel and pulitzer prize winners, senators and 
governors, prime ministers and heads of state, ambassadors, 
scientists, artists, supreme Court Justices and corporate Ceos. 
The fulbright program is sponsored by the U.s. department 
of state and administered by the Council for international 
exchange of scholars in washington, d.C. it is primarily funded 
by an annual congressional appropriation. additional funding 
comes from participating governments, host institutions and 
private organizations in the United states and abroad.
 Ragavan teaches in India on Fulbright Grant 
professor ragavan (front row, fourth from left) is pictured with colleagues attending the new perspectives in Teaching intellectual property rights conference that was 
held at the national law University in new delhi and sponsored by microsoft through the asian law Center of the University of washington at seattle. 
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rennard strickland, senior scholar in residence at oU law, was inducted into the oklahoma historians hall of 
fame april 20 during the annual awards luncheon of the oklahoma historical society. The event was held in 
miami, oklahoma, in the Bruce Carter student Center on the campus of northeastern oklahoma a&m College.
strickland is internationally renowned as a pioneer who introduced american indian law into university 
curricula. he is author or editor of 43 books, including the revision of felix Cohen's Handbook of Federal 
Indian Law. his most recent book, Building One Fire: Art and World View in Cherokee Life, was written 
with Chad smith, former principal chief of the Cherokee nation, and published last fall by the University of 
oklahoma press and the Cherokee nation.
 Strickland inducted into Historians Hall of Fame
Beyond the classroom
richard miles, a client of 
professor Cheryl wattley, was 
granted the writ of habeas 
corpus february 15 by the 
Texas Court of Criminal 
appeals, after spending 17 
years in custody for a murder 
and aggravated assault he 
didn’t commit. miles has been 
awaiting this state Court of 
Criminal appeals’ decision for 
more than two years.
miles was sent to prison 
in 1995 at age 19. he was 
accused of the murder and 
attempted murder at a Texaco near Bachman lake. in a rare decision that 
did not involve dna or eyewitness accounts, the court’s ruling was based on 
actual innocence, meaning miles is a free man, eligible for state compensation 
for the time he served.
wattley worked with Centurion ministries, a nonprofit organization in 
princeton, new Jersey, in the presentation of miles' case. wattley is also 
director of the oU legal Clinic, an organization providing legal services to 
those who would otherwise not be able to afford legal representation.
 Wattley wins Texas exoneration case 
Cheryl wattley and richard miles stand in the Bell 
Courtroom following a 2010 Blsa program featuring 
miles after his release from prison, but prior to the Texas 
Court of Criminal appeals ruling.
The Crimprof multipedia, an online 
publication of multimedia teaching materials 
for criminal law and procedure professors 
created and managed by professors 
stephen henderson and Joe Thai, has a 
user base that has surpassed 300 professors 
worldwide. 
The Crimprof multipedia hosts video and 
audio clips, images, original documents and 
links to other items for teaching Criminal 
law, Criminal procedure i (investigation), 
and Criminal procedure ii (adjudication). like 
a law textbook, the website accompanies 
its materials with pedagogical comments 
and questions. The College of law hosts 
the website at http://jackson.law.ou.edu/
criminal.
 Henderson and Thai’s 
Crimprof Multipedia grows in 
popularity 
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By Darin Fox, director of OU Law Library
have you ever wanted to be alerted whenever one of our faculty scholars 
produces a new book, article or other work? The College of law has established 
a new service that allows lawyers, scholars and students to keep abreast of the 
scholarship and other creative activities of the faculty of the College of law. 
The new service is called “selected works,” provided by Berkeley electronic 
press, also referred to as “bepress.” To access this new service, simply go to 
http://works.bepress.com/oulaw, or you can access the service from the “faculty 
scholarship” link in the faculty section of the oU law website. There is no charge 
to use this service. 
from the selected works home page, you can easily view the 10 most recent 
articles published by the law school's faculty and the 10 most downloaded 
articles. in the lower right-hand corner of the website, you will see an orange 
button with the words “rss feed.” rss stands for “really simple syndication.” 
it is an internet protocol that allows you to receive notices whenever an oU 
faculty member uploads a new piece of scholarship. 
virtually every e-mail program, including microsoft outlook, will allow you to 
follow an rss feed so you can receive an e-mail whenever a new item is posted 
to oU law's selected works site. note that you can choose to “follow” the entire 
College of law faculty and receive notifications of all new faculty scholarship, 
or you can choose to follow an individual faculty member. most of the law review articles written by our faculty are freely available 
from the selected works site. links are provided to books and other types of creative works. 
 if you have any questions about how to use the selected works site, contact the law library at (405) 325-4311 for staff assistance.
 New service to follow faculty scholarship
professor lindsay robertson testified before the U.s. 
senate finance Committee on may 15 about what 
tax reform could mean for native american tribes 
and territories. while this was robertson’s third trip 
to washington, d.C., to testify before Congress, this 
was his first time testifying before the senate finance 
Committee. he has testified twice for the indian 
affairs Committee. 
 Robertson testifies before U.S. Senate 
Photo by Jay Mallin Photos
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Symposiums and colloquiums
Joining the fields of law and business on a background of art, the 
interdisciplinary public symposium titled “producing success: an interdisciplinary 
look at the functions of an entertainment enterprise” was presented april 19 at 
the fred Jones Jr. museum of art. The symposium coincided with the museum’s 
exhibit of a collection of walt disney animation cels. 
oU law professor stephen henderson worked with representatives from the 
oU michael f. price College of Business and the museum of art to organize 
the event that explored a range of topics from copyright to fostering creativity 
for business as well as business goals and brand management. 
guest presenters included ed grier, former top-level executive for The walt 
disney Company for 29 years; Joni newkirk, former senior vice president of 
Business insight and improvement at The walt disney Company; kevin daley, 
attorney in the intellectual property group at The walt disney Company; and 
alan garfield, a distinguished professor of law at widener University school 
of law on the delaware campus.
 OU Law collaborates on interdisciplinary symposium
oU law professor stephen henderson (right) introduced presenters for the legal portion of the 
program, (from left) alan garfield and kevin daley.
gary allison, University of Tulsa College 
of law vice dean and professor; Jason 
aamodt, aamodt law firm in Tulsa, 
oklahoma; and drew kershen, oU law 
professor, were three of the presenters 
at the annual Oklahoma Law Review 
symposium held march 9 in the dick 
Bell Courtroom. professor emily meazell 
moderated the 2012 symposium, 
“oklahoma’s 21st Century water 
Challenges,” which featured speakers with 
backgrounds in environmental and water 
law issues. other presenters included 
Charles dumars of law & resource 
planning associates pC, albuquerque, 
new mexico; stephen greetham, special 
counsel on water and natural resources 
with Chickasaw nation; and dean Couch, 
general counsel of the oklahoma water 
resources Board.
 OLR symposium discusses 
Oklahoma water supply
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Published 
Randy Coyne co-authored, with lyn entzeroth, the fourth 
edition of the casebook Capital Punishment and the Judicial 
Process, published by Carolina academic press.
Darin Fox is co-authoring a book on oklahoma legal research 
that will be published by Carolina academic press. The book will 
be available for purchase by the end of 2012.
Mark Gillett and Katheleen Guzman published the 
book Fiduciary Accounting: Principles, Modern Application, 
Illustrations (ali-aBa 2012).
Katheleen Guzman wrote “intents and purposes” in The 
Kansas Law Review, vol. 60, no.2.
Stephen Henderson will publish “what alex kozinski and the 
investigation of earl Bradley Teach about searching and seizing 
Computers and the dangers of inevitable discovery” in the fall 
2012 issue of the Widener Law Review.
Drew Kershen co-authored a chapter for a book titled 
Successful Crops for Emerging Economies to be published this 
summer by Cambridge University press. 
Judith Maute wrote “law stories symposium, reflections 
from former Chairs of aals women in legal education, from 
whence we Came and where we might go,” to be published 
in an upcoming issue of the UMKC Law Review.
Brian McCall wrote The Church and the Usurers: Unprofitable 
Lending for the Modern Economy, to be published by sapienta 
press of ave maria University later in 2012.
Srividhya Ragavan wrote Patent and Trade Disparities in 
Developing Countries, which will be released in the United 
states by oxford University press. The press also commissioned a 
separate india reprint of the book.
ragavan’s op-ed “imprisoning the consumer behind a 
digital firewall” was published in one of india’s leading daily 
newspapers, The Hindu, on may 24.
Robert G. Spector wrote “after the hague is over: 
implementation issues and the view from the Usa with regard 
to the 1966 protection of Children Convention,” which was 
published in the march 2012 issue of International Family Law.
randy Coyneowen anderson Jonathan forman darin fox
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at the podium 
Stephen Henderson spoke at a february symposium at the 
mississippi College school of law on the constitutional and 
statutory privacy protections for social networking. his paper 
will appear in the symposium issue of the Mississippi College 
Law Review.
in march, henderson participated in an american Bar 
association Teleconference/webinar on “privacy after the Jones 
gps decision.”
Judith Maute presented “getting a grip on your student 
loans” at the american Bar association 10th Circuit law 
student division Conference in february in norman, oklahoma.
Srividhya Ragavan was the keynote speaker at a seminar 
discussing media regulations at the Chennai campus of sri 
ramaswamy memorial University in india on may 24. 
ragavan was a speaker at the first international Conference 
on internet governance conducted by the institute of global 
internet governance and advocacy at the national academy of 
legal studies and research University of law, hyderabad, india 
on april 5.
Rick Tepker was a presenter in the april 2 symposium, 
religious freedom in america: Constitutional Traditions and 
new horizons, presented by the institute for the american 
Constitutional heritage at oklahoma memorial Union. his 
topic was “marriage equality, religious freedom and the 
pursuit of happiness.”
Professional service
Jonathan Forman is a member of the state of oklahoma 
incentive review Committee, which recently published the 2011 
Report of the Incentive Review Committee. The report offered 
recommendations about the goals for economic development 
tax incentives, as well as the design and evaluation of these tax 
incentives. 
Darin Fox serves on the law libraries executive Committee of 
the association of american law schools.
Stephen Henderson served as reporter for the task force that 
developed “Black letter” standards on law enforcement access 
to Third party records, which were approved in february by the 
american Bar association house of delegates.
Joe harrozmark gillett kathleen guzman steven henderson
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srividhya ragavanJudith maute Brian mcCall
Quoted
Owen Anderson was quoted april 2 in a story in The Wall 
Street Journal about the oil boom in north dakota sparking a 
legal battle over land beneath and along the missouri river. 
“These kinds of fights occur whenever there’s something worth 
fighting about,” Mr. Anderson said. “And all of sudden, there’s 
something worth fighting about.” 
Randy Coyne was quoted in an article discussing the 10th 
Circuit Court of appeals rejections of death penalty appeals 
published april 16 in The Denver Post. The 10th Circuit, Coyne 
said, isn’t seen as a rubber stamp for death sentences, but it also 
isn’t a frequent blocker of them. “The 10th Circuit’s reputation 
is that of a moderate court,” Coyne, an expert on capital 
punishment, said. “They tend to be middle of the road.”
Joe Harroz was quoted in an april 11 article in The Norman 
Transcript about the practice of employers asking job applicants 
for facebook usernames and passwords and recent legislation 
passed in some states prohibiting the practice. Dean Joe 
Harroz, dean of the OU College of Law, agreed with the 
negative response to this trend. “This happens a lot with new 
technology — legislators and legal professionals must ask and 
redefine what seems right and fair. This practice is invasive, 
and it just feels wrong,” Harroz said. “It’s like asking for a 
diary instead of references…I think there’s a strong argument 
of reasonable expectation of privacy for employees…If I had 
to guess, I think this will be resolved by Congress and state 
legislators within the year.”
drew kershen
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Stephen Henderson was quoted in a widely published 
associated press story written in april about a 5th Circuit Court 
of appeals judge who ordered the U.s. department of Justice 
to submit a letter affirming the federal court’s authority to 
strike down laws passed by Congress. The order was entered 
following a comment from president obama that it would be 
unprecedented for the supreme Court to strike down a law 
like the health care law. henderson, who once clerked for the 
judge, was asked about the judge. “Judge Smith is not about 
grandstanding. If he asks a question from the bench, it’s an 
honest question,” henderson said. “Judge Smith has no control 
over whether others turn a court order into a political football. If 
he asks a question, it’s because he wants to know the answer.”
Brian McCall was quoted april 8 in a Tulsa World story 
discussing a case pending before the oklahoma supreme Court 
dealing with a 2010 state law that allows the state to set aside 
public education monies to fund a portion of student’s private 
school tuition. McCall said the Oklahoma Constitution is flexible 
when it comes to education. “There is a real fundamental 
difference in setting up a church and funding it and providing 
the education the state is committed to provide every citizen 
through another medium that is more appropriate for that 
particular child,” he said.
Michael Scaperlanda was quoted in a march 29 story of the 
Catholic news agency about the U.s. supreme Court’s awaited 
decision on the federal health care law. scaperlanda indicated if 
the law is overturned, he is hopeful solutions for the uninsured, 
and those with preexisting conditions, can be found at the state 
level. “One reason would be, that our state legislators are much 
more accessible to us than our federal legislators,” he explained. 
“I'm Facebook friends with several of my state legislators; I can 
have conversations with them. They're much more in tune to the 
values of people in the community than people in Washington. 
Multiple heads are better than one,” Scaperlanda said. “Having 
different proposals and solutions, and watching to see what 
works, leads to a better solution than having a small group of 
policy experts tell us what's going to work and then hoping for 
the best.”
Rick Tepker was quoted march 29 in a Tulsa World story about 
the possibility that the U.s. supreme Court decision on the 
constitutionality of the affordable Care act could affect other 
federal laws. University of Oklahoma law professor Rick Tepker 
said the high court could draw a line that distinguishes between 
the Affordable Care Act and the other government programs. 
If the Obama administration had designed the Affordable Care 
Act as a tax-and-spend proposition, it would have had a much 
easier time defending it in court, Tepker said. Instead, fearful 
of being accused of raising taxes, the program tries to use the 
existing insurance industry as the mechanism for paying for 
health care and adds the individual mandate as the means of 
providing enough premium-paying clients to underwrite the 
costs of universal coverage, he said. 
michael scaperlanda Joe Thairobert g. spector rick Tepker
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Joe Thai was quoted in an associated press story, which appeared in multiple 
newspapers in april, discussing the “personhood bill” being considered in 
the oklahoma legislature. Joseph Thai, a constitutional law professor at the 
University of Oklahoma who predicted the bill was likely to have been struck 
down as unconstitutional before it ever took effect, said it was “a good day for 
Oklahoma taxpayers. For now, they won't be on the hook for expensive litigation 
to defend a constitutionally questionable law,” Thai wrote in an email to The 
Associated Press. “It's also a good day for Oklahoma, not to be in the national 
spotlight yet again for socially divisive legislation. And, of course, it's a good day 
for Oklahoma women and their doctors, who for now need not worry that their 
medical care could turn into a murder case.”
Thai was quoted february 13 in a story in The Kansas City Star about the privacy 
policy changes google inc. was making march 1. “It would almost be corporate 
malpractice for Google to not aggregate, sell better ads, make more money off 
its data and give its shareholders better returns. There’s nothing evil about that.” 
At the same time, the consolidation of data prompted Thai to close his account 
with Google Plus. “It’s the principle,” he said. “That someone somewhere has a 
better picture of me than even I have — it’s not something I’d want to sell, much 
less give away for free.”
On the air waves
Rick Tepker appeared on oeTa’s “oklahoma forum” on april 1 to discuss health 
care reform and the U.s. supreme Court.
Joe Thai appeared on oeTa’s “oklahoma forum” on february 5 to discuss the 
first amendment and laws regulating freedom of assembly.
by darin fox, director of the law library
have you ever needed to convert part of 
a print book into a pdf file? researchers 
can now do that with the simple push 
of a button in the oU law library. The 
Book2net spirit scanner near the law 
library circulation desk will capture the 
scanned pages and save them to a pdf file 
on your flash drive. 
To use the scanner, simply place your book 
face-up on the scanner tray, insert your 
flash drive into the system, and follow 
the on-screen instructions. scanning is as 
simple as turning a page and pressing a 
button. Better yet, there is no charge for 
using the system since no paper or toner is 
used in the process. 
for more information, researchers may 
contact the oU law library at  
(405) 325-4311.
 Library has new book 
scanner
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oklahoma-based mcafee & Taft donated $200,000 to the 
University of oklahoma College of law. The donation makes 
possible a new café on the first floor of oU law that will 
serve as a central meeting point for law students, faculty and 
staff. plans are currently being developed for this renovation 
to the law school, with construction scheduled to begin this 
summer. in honor of the mcafee & Taft gift, funds will also be 
used to establish an endowment that will provide $10,000 in 
underwriting funds each year for the Oklahoma Law Review 
annual symposium, making mcafee & Taft the lead sponsor.
held every spring semester, the symposium brings together 
students, faculty and experts from the legal and business 
communities to discuss timely topics of significant local and 
national interest. The 2012 symposium focused on oklahoma’s 
water challenges and featured notable guest speakers from oU 
law, the legal community and the public and private sectors.
“This generous donation enhances the academic experience and 
student life at the oU College of law in numerous ways,” said 
oU law dean Joe harroz. “Thank you to mcafee & Taft for this 
meaningful gift.”
 McAfee & Taft gift benefits students’ academic lives 
an organization of alumni and friends
The new oU law society is off to a great start. with close to 100 members, we have already hosted several successful networking 
events. The Class of 2011 has earned its rank as one of the most generous classes in the history of oU law. Through the oU law 
society, 18 percent of the Class of 2011 has given back to oU law. we thank them for their generosity and invite you to join us, too!
The oU law society keeps alumni connected to both the university and each other. in addition to supporting oU law financially 
and academically, the society hosts happy hours, networking events and luncheons featuring speakers from within the community. 
members will also be invited to special College of law alumni events. 
 OU Law Society
Oklahoma Law Review student editors take part in the announcement of the 
mcafee & Taft gift, which will support the publication’s annual symposium. 
pictured are lauren hammonds, allison osborn, scott delaney, dean Joe harroz, 
michael Joseph (’76) with mcafee & Taft, andrew morris, Jared ford, alexandria 
polk and Tiffanie Choate.
holding plans for the new café made possible by the gift are dean Joe harroz, 
mcafee & Taft attorney michael Joseph and professor Joyce palomar.
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The aubrey k. mcClendon and aubrey m. kerr, Jr. ('65) families 
gave a $500,000 gift to the University of oklahoma College of 
law to honor the late lawyer, businessman and politician aubrey 
m. kerr, sr. ('28). Beginning with the 2012-13 academic year, the 
aubrey m. kerr, sr. endowed scholarship will award $25,000 
annually to students with a demonstrated interest in energy and 
natural resources law.
“we thank the mcClendon and kerr families for such a 
meaningful gift honoring aubrey m. kerr, sr.,” said oU law 
dean Joe harroz. “his impact is interwoven into the history of 
the oU College of law and the state of oklahoma, and this gift 
ensures that his legacy will benefit future generations of oU 
law students.”
oU law is an international leader in energy and natural 
resources law, preparing students to be leaders in law and policy 
in the field, harroz noted.
The scholarships will be awarded to incoming and current 
students in the juris doctor program and John B. Turner ll.m. 
program, which specializes in energy, natural resources and 
indigenous peoples law. oU’s ll.m. program is the first of its 
kind in the country.
kerr was born in a log cabin on august 3, 1900, in ada, indian 
Territory. after graduating from east Central state College, he 
attended the oU College of law, where he graduated in 1928. 
he was a member and captain of one of oU’s first ruf/nek 
squads and president of the student Council and independents 
association.
following graduation, he was a founding member of the ada 
law firm of kerr, lamberts, Conn, and roberts of ada and 
oklahoma City. he served in the house of representatives of the 
state of oklahoma from 1932 to 1938. he was the campaign 
coordinator for robert s. kerr in his successful races for 
governor and U.s. senate representing the state of oklahoma. 
he was a 32nd degree mason and president of the royal order 
of the elks. 
his children were margaret kerr Boylan, late of washington, 
d.C., Carole kerr mcClendon of oklahoma City and mother 
to aubrey k. mcClendon, ann kerr of Chicago and aubrey m. 
kerr, Jr. of oklahoma City. kerr passed away on may 2, 1975.
 Gift establishes Aubrey M. Kerr, Sr. Endowed Scholarship 
The mcClendon and kerr families’ gift was announced april 20 in the Bell 
Courtroom prior to awards day. pictured at the event are dean Joe harroz, Joe C. 
mcClendon, Carole mcClendon, n. martin stringer (’64), nancy kerr and aubrey 
m. kerr, Jr. (’65).
Giving back 
as state funding decreases, oU law must 
rely even more on outside support to 
maintain our standard of excellence while 
minimizing tuition increases. The society 
assists the law school with the support 
necessary for day-to-day operations and 
student aid.
Campus involvement 
members of the oU law society have 
an active presence on campus, allowing 
students the opportunity to connect 
with alumni and demonstrating to 
students the importance of staying 
involved. in addition, the society provides 
encouragement to students during finals 
and graduating third-year students in their 
transition from students to alumni.
Join OU Law Society 
annual membership fees for recent 
graduates (three years or less) is $50 
and $150 for all other alumni. for more 
information and to join the oU law 
society, you may contact us by calling 
(405) 325-8861 or emailing alumni@law.
ou.edu. please visit our website at www.
law.edu/alumni for additional information 
about giving opportunities.
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Thank you to our donors 
gifts received march 1, 2011 – april 30, 2012
John g. abbamondi
meghan o. abele
Charles d. ablard
ronald e. abramson
alex h. adkins
nathan h. aduddell
edward r. adwon
Joe adwon
ryan w. ahrens
akin, gump, strauss, 
hauer & feld llp
estate of John C. 
alexander
robert h. alexander, Jr.
sam T. allen, iii
wayne e. alley
american Bar association
John m. amick
monica a. amis-wittrock
anadarko petroleum 
Corporation
owen l. anderson
andrews & kurth llp
Jennifer annis
richard J. ansson, Jr.
kay k. arnold
J. stewart arthurs
Jennifer d. ary-hogue
Cynthia f. ashwood
aT&T
Charles n. atkins
mary sue Backus
scott a. Backus
Timothy m. Ballard
elizabeth T. Bangs
william g. Banowsky
steven l. Barghols
mary lou Barnes
ronald m. Barnes
Brenda J. Barnes
rachel a. Barnes
John Barnes
steven e. Barnes
susan Barnes
Terry r. Barrett
kathryn m. Barrett
Tammy d. Barrett
Thomas m. Bartheld
paige and michael Bass
stephanie Bates
gary e. Beadles
lawrence Bellatti
James a. Belote
Ben T. Benedum
Benedum & Benedum
Terrell w. Benton, iii
david l. Black
melinda s. Blackman
marianne o. Blackwell
donald k. Blackwell
donna nix Blakley
elizabeth w. Blankenship
Jap w. Blankenship
stephen s. Boaz
fred l. Boettcher
Jolie l. Boke
kaye l. Boll
george a. Boll
william m. Bonnell
william m. Bonney
robert J. Booth, ii
william l. Borden, Jr.
ann m. Borden
robert s. Boughner
reagan e. Bradford
keri m. Bradford
robert m. Bramlett, Jr.
nicollette-leigh Brandt
John C. Brannan, Jr.
Jaycile l. Brannan
robert B. Breitenbach
Thomas r. Brett
mark e. Bright
B. J. Brockett
randy e. Brogdon
linda B. Brogdon
mary B. Brooke
Thomas w. Brown
l. vance Brown
sarah Z. Brown
donald a. Bullard
harold m. Bullard
Bullard associates
Thomas J. Burke
william r. Burkett
Todd r. Burlie
leanne T. Burnett
heiko e. Burow
sean Burrage
michael Burrage
gary m. Bush
shelby J. Bush
david C. Butler
Bernest Cain, Jr.
dennis C. Cameron
robin w. Campbell
Campbell-lepley/hunt 
foundation inc.
John g. Canavan, Jr.
ginny B. Carl
natalie J. Carlgren
david w. Carlson
Craig a. Carpenter
richard m. Carson
glenn d. Carter
Truman a. Carter
laura l. Carter
Julie k. Carter
Jill Cassady
robin J. Cauthron
Christine m. Cave
michael a. Cawley
allison Beall Chandler
gregory p. Chansolme
h.a. and mary k. 
Chapman Trust
ruth a. Chapman
Travis r. Chapman
Timothy n. Cheek
Cheek & falcone pllC
Chesapeake operating 
inc.
Jackye k. Choate
Ben p. Choate, Jr.
david B. Christofferson
Cimarex energy Co.
amanda l. Clark
John a. Claro
peggy l. Clay
Bryan Clay
John J. Coates, Jr.
andrew m. Coats
patricia a. Coker
Charles d. Coleman
karen Collier
John r. Collins
angela g. Collins
patrick f. Collogan
Carolyn s. Connell
patricia a. Connery
Conocophillips Company
rodney l. Cook
Teresa l. Cooper
robert C. Copeland
errol Copilevitz
Copilevitz & Canter llC
phillip C. Corley
Cornerstone Christian 
Church
dean a. Couch
Joseph B. Couch
Covington & Burling llp
randall T. Coyne
milton Craig
mary l. Crotty
Crowe & dunlevy
Crowe & dunlevy 
foundation inc.
rick a. Cunningham
rochelle T. Curley
mark w. Curnutte
Jenny dakil
Charles e. daniels
sharon J. daniels
J.C. daugherty
frank w. davis
don C. davis
Joe r. davis
michael J. davis
don davis
lori ann day
george de verges
Thomas B. deal
michael d. deBerry
Curtis l. delapp
lee anne delapp
michelin a. delier
michelin a. delier, pC
gary w. derrick
devon energy Corporation
J. Jerry dickman
J. Jerry dickman inc.
dee dinger
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Brent dishman
karen l. dixon
The dobie family Trust
nancy k. dobson
doerner, saunders, daniel & 
anderson llp
david B. donchin
margaret e. doty
Clifford C. dougherty, iii
dow lohnes pllC
martina dowell
B. lynne driver
paul C. duncan, Jr.
linda k. dunlap
w. samuel dykeman
e. John eagleton
norma h. eagleton
loutitia d. eason
marilyn edens
mark edwards
nicholle J. edwards
patti J. elder
herbert e. elias, Jr.
elias & hjelm pC
frank and edna asper elkouri
Broc elmore
epworth villa
ernst & young foundation
william f. estes
avram s. eule
allen d. evans
stanley l. evans
Bryan n. evans
Tricia l. everest
anthony g. everett
ann ewing
Catharine v. ewing
exxonmobil foundation
arnold d. fagin
Curtis s. fallgatter
fallgatter farmand & Catlin pa
mr. ken feagins
fellers, snider, Blankenship,  
Bailey & Tippens pC
michael C. felty
elliott C. fenton
william a. fiasco
sharon m. fiasco
pratixa p. filinto
mary l. findley
John r. finley
heather l. finstuen
John f. fischer, ii
John r. fisher
lee a. fisher
ronnie p. fisher
patrick w. fitzgerald
robert a. flagler
daniel T. foley
James d. foliart
michael T. folks
michael r. ford
Jonathan B. forman
John e. forsyth
darin k. fox
kalyn free
kalyn free pC
Josephine w. freede
samuel r. fulkerson
lauren l. fuller
John a. gaberino, Jr.
gablegotwals
alexis galindo
Christopher g. gallavan
robert l. garbrecht
linda gardner
John w. garland, sr.
sally garrison
edmond f. geary, Jr.
susan e. ghere
arch B. gilbert
Jack p. gilchrist
fred a. gipson
gipson properties llC
fred a. glassco
f. keith good
richard J. gore
rebecca J. gore
James l. gore
ginny J. goresen
william a. gosney
grail & Tucker legal publishing
Jan grant-Johnson
Bevan J. graybill
Timothy w. green
gerald p. green
derek a. green
John a. grissom, Jr.
sidney m. groom, Jr.
karen gross
John p. grunsted
patricia e. guest
katheleen r. guzman
Tessa l. hager
Cara m. hair
lauren e. haller
dawn d. hallman
James g. hamill
matthew w. hamilton
robin l. hamilton-folks
dorothy r. hammond
James C. hardwick
v. Burns hargis
yvette harjo
richard o. harkins
reta f. harkins
Joel w. harmon
harold heath law offices pC
eddie harper
mallory l. harrell
John C. harrington, Jr
allen k. harris, Jr.
william w. harrison
John C. harrison
Joseph harroz, Jr.
Joseph harroz
mary a. harroz
hartzog, Conger, Cason &  
neville llp
Jeffrey d. hassell
sheridan k. haynes
harold e. heath
nadia k. heffernan
gregory m. heiser
holly k. hemphill
John g. hemphill, iii
Taylor hendersen
stephen e. henderson
robert h. henry
lloyd w. henry
Bryce m. herkert
margaret hess
James h. hiatt
edward hicks, iii
Christina m. hiersche
g.p.J. hightower
laird w. hightower
Charles l. hirlinger
karl f. hirsch
d. michael hisey
william h. hoch, iii
ralph B. hodges
lawrence e. hoecker
david w. holden
steven a. holland
anita l. holloway
laura l. holmes
henry and laura hood
The hood family Charitable 
foundation
william r. horkey
Celia a. horkey
gerald k. hornung, ii
g.k. and v. a. hornung family 
foundation inc.
mark B. houts
T. p. howell
martin J. howell
don p. howerton
Carol a. huddle
robert l. huddle
John C. hudson
perry w. hudson
hudson law office pllC
Jason l. huff
Charlotte a. hughart
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robert g. hunt
david d. hunt, ii
sean s. hunt
william d. huser
Thomas J. hutchison
randall s. hyne
leslie f. hyne
idabel national Bank
inasmuch foundation
indian Country law Center
Joanne ingle
inglish and gaither  
professional Corp.
randall l. iola
T. lance Jackson
Bill James
Thomas Janer
Joel Jankowsky
Joel and Carol Jankowsky fund
lawrence Janow
kenneth n. Jean
Carter r. Jennings
macy f. Jensen
melanie J. Jester
wayne Jett
sharon C. Jett
patti Jett
Jay C. Jimerson
Charles a. Johnson
kent s. Johnson
law offices of kent s. Johnson pC
James r. Johnson
glen d. Johnson
michael d. Johnson
yolanda k. Johnson
Jay B. Johnson
nathan m. Johnson
Johnson law firm
kenneth r. Johnston
wes Johnston
John o. Jones
stephen s. Jones
randle g. Jones
laurie w. Jones
Cathleen a. Jones
Jones, gotcher & Bogan pC
greg Julian
george a. Justice, Jr.
raymond J. kane
yvonne kauger
suzanne r. kee
paul l. keffer
Christopher B. keim
gerald e. kelley llC
Jerry e. kelley
John a. kenney
J. michael kerr
drew l. kershen
gregory C. and pamela k. ketner
lori a. ketner
warren B. kice
donald a. kihle
eric r. king
linda a. king
raegan k. king
Carissa C. king
david l. kinney
Jonna d. kirschner
Christopher J. kirt
Joni k. kleinschmidt
kathleen a. knight
david w. knight
Tim s. knight
John m. krattiger
donald J. kyte
anthony m. laizure
James f. lane
kathy g. lardner
keith larkin
vi T. le
Cornelius leader
richard J. lee
donald h. lees
Joe C. lewallen, Jr.
diane lewis
patranell B. lewis
Jeffrey e. lewis
paul B. lindsey
James m. little
laura l. loomis
Betty p. loop
Ben loring
helen l. love
Timothy a. lucas
orlene l. lucas
laurence d. lucas
dee ann lyon
John m. mabrey
scott p. mabrey
shannon k. macko
gregory l. mahaffey
shari main
david l. maloney
robert w. mansell
rebecca a. marcus
Jed l. marcus
robert p. markman
mart Tisdal pC
dace C. martinez
marian m. mason
mass mutual
elizabeth m. matchinski
Judith l. maute
elizabeth f. maxfield
Jacob f. may, Jr.
michael d. may
Brittany l. mayes
sandra l. mayhall
michael C. mayhall
sue mayhue
mcafee & Taft pC
douglas C. mcBee
aubrey k. mcClendon
rachel k. mcCombs
John f. mcCormick, Jr.
Caleb n. mcCoy
amy m. mcCurtain
mike r. mcdoniel
kerry r. mceniry
robert J. mckibbin
kenneth n. mckinney
marci mclean
robert m. mcleod
f. lovell mcmillin
Joe B. mcmillin, Jr.
Timothy d. mcmurtrie
william J. mcnichols
denver w. meacham, ii
aaron f. meek
sarah e. meiring
gordon r. melson
sara C. mercer
o. Christopher meyers, ii
microsoft matching gifts 
program
paul B. middleton
mike miers
robert J. mildfelt
Brad miller
floyd miller, Jr.
Joshua s. miller
The lou and Connie miller 
Charitable foundation
richard g. miller
Brent l. mills
e. Bay mitchell, iii
robert l. mitchell
edward h. moler
C. suzanne mollison
martin p. moltz
Burford d. monnet
melissa l. montgomery
paula B. moore
lynnwood moore
Jason k. moore
Coy morgan
morgan stanley
patricia a. morris
Joseph morris
linda g. morrissey
James h. morton
Z. faye martin morton
moyers, martin, santee & imel llp
lucas J. munson
donald h. murphy
polly murphy
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James e. murphy
william J. musseman, Jr.
rania a. nasreddine
Jorge h. nassar
neel, hooper & Banes pC
william w. nelson
elizabeth J. nevitt
new dominion llC
newton, o'Connor, Turner & 
ketchum pC
robert r. nigh, Jr.
Carole a. nikkel
The samuel roberts noble 
foundation inc.
alfred r. nolting
norfolk southern Corporation 
Trust account
norfolk southern foundation
John B. norman
John w. norman
The John w. and Cecelia a. 
norman family foundation
angela d. norris
raymond d. north
C.d. northcutt
C.d. northcutt revocable Trust
larry norton
r. marc nuttle
r. marc nuttle Companies
katharine C. oakley
william g. odell
mary C. odor
oge energy Corp. foundation inc.
pat o'hara
oklahoma Bar association
oklahoma Bar foundation inc.
oklahoma City Community 
foundation inc.
Julie a. osborn
susan h. oswalt
oU law Class of 1981
oU student Bar association
pg&e Corporation
amy d. padgett
steven l. page
scott and laura palk
pam l. palmer
david w. parham
major w. park, Jr.
marie parkinson
C. raymond patton, Jr.
Jon B. patton
homer paul
amy s. pepper
david l. peterson
John r. pettifer
lora m. pfeffer
T. ray phillips, iv
w. devier pierson, Jr.
melvin h. pizer
david a. poarch, Jr.
Tracy a. poole
george l. porter, iii
Betty w. powell
linda a. powell
Janet B. price
The linda mitchell price 
Charitable foundation inc.
stuart price
Carolyn prime
pros for africa
Cleta f. puckett
al pugh
daniel and Tamara pullin
michael m. purcell
puterbaugh foundation
kelsey l. quillian
rCB Bank
ashley d. rahill
h.e. rainbolt Trust
stuart a. rains
rains law firm
John w. raley, Jr.
douglas m. rather
glenn w. rawdon
stephen w. ray
raytheon
rBC dain rauscher foundation
robert r. reis
david C. rex
Jason B. reynolds
Chris l. rhodes, iii
horace g. rhodes
ron ripley
Terry ripley
ernest d. roark, iii
michael d. roberts
Theodore p. roberts
rob f. robertson
Bruce w. robinett
william J. robinson
reid e. robison
rocky mountain mineral law 
foundation
kenneth e. rogers
geoffrey s. rooker
raal h. roos
paul g. rose
helga rose
william J. ross
robert J. ross
michael a. rubenstein
michael a. rubenstein pC
anne m. rudolph
daron a. rudy
marcia a. rupert
david l. russell
susan k. sampson
virginia p. sanders
paul T. sands, Jr.
Jack h. santee
robert B. sartin
r. scott savage
Cheryl g. saxon
michael a. scaperlanda
Bonnie J. schomp
James k. schooler
kelli J. schovanec
heather scott
frank h. seay
mark f. selvidge
Janet selvidge
sheila J. sewell
randel C. shadid
edwin J. shapard
sandra s. shapard
gene h. sharp
Jo ann sharp
donald p. sharp
donald r. shaw
shell oil Company foundation
Carolyn e. shellman
francine l. shephard
wesley m. shrum
arthur J. shultz
Judy shultz
lawrence B. shuping, Jr.
harvey a. siler
patricia C. simms
Julianne C. simpson
Thomas r. slaten
ronald m. smith
david l. smith
david n. smith
romy d. smith
Joshua d. smith
shayne a. smith
Christopher d. snow
stanley p. spence
ronald e. stakem
gerald g. stamper
richard B. standefer
e. neil stanfield
dulaney g. steer
m. m. steig
regina C. stephenson
leasa m. stewart
michael a. stewart
lee g. stilwell
sheila d. stinson
Clifford o. stone, Jr.
scott w. stone
albert p. stover, Jr.
nancy stover
n. martin stringer
stringer family foundation
Julia a. strong
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Jon r. stuart
stuart family foundation
James m. sturdivant
patrick d. sullivan
greg e. summy
Cullen d. sweeney
samuel l. Talley
samuel l. Talley attorney pC
Jay k. Tatachar
steven w. Taylor
kathryn l. Taylor
James a. Taylor
melissa Taylor
robin e. Taylor
harry f. Tepker, Jr.
Timothy a. Terry
Joseph Thai
Bert Thomas
Curtis J. Thomas
ralph g. Thompson
gary l. Thompson
Chuck r. Thompson
Jeannette Timmons
mart Tisdal
nona Towery
rex k. Travis
william e. Tucker
michele l. Tunnell
michael d. Tupper
Jennifer a. Tupps
John B. Turner
glea Tutwiler
University of oklahoma 
foundation inc.
Bret a. Unterschuetz
Jordan vandiver
Carson h. varner, Jr.
paul m. vassar
Joe s. vassar
robert g. vaughn
John s. veazey
william p. velie
william velie attorney at law pllC
linda s. vestring
viersen oil & gas Company
Jeffrey B. virgin
kimberly a. vojvoda
matthew d. von Tungeln
william T. walker
kay B. walker
Jana k. wallace
mike wallace
Carlita walters
Jean m. warren
dean e. warren
Tony J. watson
elizabeth a. webb
ronald d. webster
linda e. weeks
Jared r. weir
allen J. welch
steven r. welch
kelley l. wells
wells fargo foundation
anita e. wertz
philip l. wettengel
sue wettengel
ginger r. wetz
Belynn whatley
ed wheeler
leo h. whinery
doris whinery
lynn a. white
Janice m. white
reginald n. whitten
stacey a. wiebelt
wilburn & masterson
gary B. wilcox
alan l. will
f. Joseph williams
Joanne l. williams
williams production mid-
Continent Company
williams, Box, forshee & 
Bullard pC
Jeffrey s. willis
nancy h. wilson
donald l. wilson
mickey d. wilson
C. steven wilson
Cassie wilson
susan e. wilson
margarita J. wilson
richard m. wintory
wolters kluwer law & Business
duane a. woodliff
patrick wyrick
eileen B. young
John m. young
marilyn a. young
young law office pllC
James l. Zahorsky
gary e. Beadles
michael Burrage
shelby J. Bush
david B. donchin
Tricia l. everest
arch B. gilbert
 goolsby, proctor, heefner 
& gibbs
Joseph harroz, Jr.
henry and laura hood
John C. hudson
Carl and pam ketner
hank meyer
The lou and Connie miller 
Charitable foundation
Brent and leah mills
homer paul
william g. paul
w. devier pierson
J. hugh roff, Jr.
robert ross
william J. ross
kathryn l. Taylor
mart Tisdal
John B. Turner
reggie whitten
 Dean’s Leadership Circle 
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donors funding scholarships and awards 
Thank you to all alumni, friends and donors who have supported the following 
scholarships and awards that make a difference in the lives of our students.
Cole e. adwon memorial scholarship
american association for Justice moot Court Competition awards
american Bar association Client Counseling Competition
anadarko petroleum Corporation scholarship
henry kent anderson human services award
william r. Bandy memorial scholarship
Beadles law scholarship
kelly Beardslee Criminal defense award
Black law student association scholarship fund
s. T. Bledsoe memorial scholarship
david Boren and molly shi Boren public service fellowship
John a. Brett and robert d. hudson memorial scholarship
william l. Bruce scholarship
h.a. and mary k. Chapman scholarship 
John B. Cheadle memorial scholarship
Chesapeake energy Corporation scholarship
andrew m. Coats scholarship
Coats fellowship for summer public service
James w. Cochran memorial scholarship
College of law Centennial scholarship
College of law endowed scholarship and memorial 
College of law pros for africa partnership
The anadarko petroleum Corporation scholarship is presented to Casey whetten, 
patrick moore, J.p. albert and katherine o’Brien by assistant dean michael 
scaperlanda april 20 at awards day 2012.
nicholas ngetich, anna imose and graham Boone receive the william l. Bruce 
scholarship, presented by assistant dean michael scaperlanda.
College of law second Century scholarships 
ronald e. abramson second Century scholarship 
nathan aduddell second Century scholarship 
owen l. anderson second Century scholarship 
michael and paige Bass second Century scholarship  
sean Burrage second Century scholarship 
robin J. Cauthron second Century scholarship 
Charles e. daniels second Century scholarship   
Bryan and erika evans second Century scholarship  
michael C. felty second Century scholarship 
darin k. fox second Century scholarship  
Joseph harroz second Century scholarship 
sharon C. Jett second Century scholarship 
randle g. Jones second Century scholarship  
raymond J. kane second Century scholarship  
anthony m. laizure second Century scholarship 
michael C. mayhall second Century scholarship 
gordon r. melson second Century scholarship 
d. kent meyers second Century scholarship 
Bob and shelly morgan second Century scholarship 
william nelson second Century scholarship 
John w. and Cecelia a. norman family foundation  
 second Century scholarship  
scott and laura palk second Century scholarship 
major w. park, Jr. second Century scholarship  
david a. poarch second Century scholarship 
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raal h. roos second Century scholarship 
summit recruiting inc. second Century scholarship 
harry f. Tepker, Jr. second Century scholarship  
Chuck and gina Thompson second Century scholarship 
ralph g. Thompson second Century scholarship  
linda english weeks second Century scholarship 
Belynn whattley second Century scholarship 
gary B. wilcox second Century scholarship
william T. Comfort, Jr. and James T. Comfort scholarship
Crowe & dunlevy scholarship
richard r. downer memorial scholarship
Carl p. and erma w. dunifon law scholarship
durbin, larimore & Bialick law scholarship
frank and edna asper elkouri endowed law scholarship
robert J. emery student support fund
Thelma and hicks epton fund
rhys evans scholarship
george J. fagin municipal law endowment
fellers snider diversity scholarship
ada lois sipuel fisher scholarship
Cindy foley memorial indigent defense fellowship
Cindy foley outstanding Clinical student award
rayburn l. foster memorial scholarship
george B. fraser scholarship
paul k. frost, ii memorial scholarship
gablegotwals first amendment award
gablegotwals supreme Court decision making award
general scholarship fund
Justice william a. grimes Civil libertarian award
Bill powell guest memorial scholarship
Justice harry l. s. halley memorial scholarship
walter d. hanson memorial scholarship
allen k. harris scholarship award in honor of dean John gaines hervey 
hartzog Conger Cason & neville scholarship
Thomas p. hester law review scholarship
alan g. and anita l. holloway law scholarship
vivien mcConnell hood scholarship
samuel e. hooper memorial scholarship
albert C. hunt excellence in Clinical advocacy award
Cecil l. hunt memorial scholarship
J. marshall huser scholarship
Joel Jankowsky outstanding graduate award
a. l. Jeffery municipal law scholarship
senator Jeff Johnston memorial scholarship
Jones, givens, gotcher & Bogan scholarship
katie wilder receives the gablegotwals first amendment award from Joe Thai,  
oU law professor and of counsel to gablegotwals.
anna imose and Casey whetten were awarded the Crowe & dunlevy scholarship. 
pictured at the awards day presentation are Christopher staine (’10), Crowe 
& dunlevy; imose; will hoch, Crowe & dunlevy; whetten; and morgan hager, 
Crowe & dunlevy.
morgan marr, alix newman and Brooke donnelly receive the Chesapeake energy 
Corporation scholarship from Jonice meziere (’05), representing Chesapeake.
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michelle nabors is presented the allen k. harris scholarship award in honor of 
dean John gaines hervey by allen harris.
felina rivera-Brown receives the hartzog Conger Cason & neville scholarship, 
presented at awards day by assistant dean michael scaperlanda.
kappa Beta pi scholarship
albert g. kulp memorial scholarship
samuel a. laycock memorial scholarship
robert B. looper memorial scholarship
frank C. love memorial scholarship
marjorie p. maute memorial public service fellowship 
mcafee & Taft John mchenry mee scholarship
mcafee & Taft advocacy award
mcafee & Taft Theodore m. elam scholarship
mcafee & Taft gary f. fuller scholarship 
Charles B. memminger memorial scholarships
Judge Clarence m. mills scholarship
george, sr. and nelly miskovsky scholarship
moyers, martin, santee, imel & Tetrick scholarship
oklahoma Bar association Bankruptcy and reorganization  
section award
oklahoma Bar association Business and Corporate law section award
oklahoma Bar association oil, gas and natural resources  
section award
oklahoma Bar association Tax section award
oklahoma Bar foundation Chapman-rogers scholarship
oklahoma Bar foundation w. B. Clark memorial scholarship award
oklahoma Bar foundation fellows scholarship
oklahoma Bar foundation general scholarships 
oklahoma Bar foundation Thomas l. hieronymus memorial scholarship
oklahoma Bar foundation maurice h. merrill scholarship
oklahoma Bar foundation phillips allen porta scholarship
oklahoma scholars fund
Justice marian p. opala endowed scholarship
ambassador edward perkins scholarship
T. ray phillips, iii memorial scholarship
welcome d. pierson memorial award
Joseph f. rarick “Just deserts” law award
robert T. rennie scholarship
rocky mountain mineral law foundation scholarship
richard paul ryan memorial scholarship
salem Civil rights award
dickson m. saunders memorial scholarship
savage scholarship
royce h. savage scholarship
sequoyah endowed scholarship
Tannell a. and madelyn shadid memorial scholarship
gene h. and Jo ann sharp law review awards
ed shipp memorial scholarship 
matthew Brown (center) receives the mcafee & Taft Theodore m. elam 
scholarship from richard nix (’85) and Ted elam (’59) with mcafee & Taft.
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John shipp memorial scholarship 
Bennie and audrey shultz scholarship
larry siria Community service award 
steve stack memorial scholarship
allie m. and robert e. stephenson scholarship
John paul stevens public interest fellowship 
stuart family foundation ll.m. scholar fund
students for access to Justice scholarship
warren p. Taylor scholarship 
ray Teague memorial scholarship
Carol Thomas memorial scholarship
J. roy Thompson scholarship
lee B. Thompson, sr.  scholarship
Bess Zeldich Ungerman scholarship
may m. walker scholarship
Captain Brian e. wheeler write-on award
Joe g. wolfe memorial scholarship
Judge w. a. and mabel woodruff scholarship
James work memorial
leon J. york scholarship
ginny mcCormick receives the lee B. Thompson, sr. scholarship from Judge 
ralph g. Thompson (’61).
assistant dean emily meazell (far right) presents the gene h. and Jo ann sharp 
law review awards to katherine warren, scott delaney, amanda pennington, 
emily stoner and Tiffanie Choate.
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